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I.  Introduction 
It has been well and truly said that sports in the United States ARE OUR
SECULAR RELIGION %VERYONE CARES %VERYONE HAS A POINT OF VIEW 4HIS CERTAINLY IS TRUE
OF COLLEGE FOOTBALL PLAYED BY THE MAJOR FOOTBALL PROGRAMS IN THE .#!! $IVISION )
&OOTBALL "OWL 3UBDIVISION &"3	 4ELEVISED GAMES SEEM EVERPRESENT &AN INTEREST
IS REFLECTED IN BLOGS AND MESSAGE BOARDS IN DISCUSSION GROUPS AND TWEETS #OLLEGE
FOOTBALL IS A POPULAR SUBJECT ON TALK RADIO AND TALK 46 .EWSPAPERS INCLUDE
SIGNIFICANT AND REGULAR COVERAGE OF GAMES AND COACHES AND STUDENTATHLETES !S DO
SPORTS MAGAZINES (OOPLA AND PAGEANTRY ARE ATTENDANT ON AND SURROUND COLLEGE
GAMES -ERCHANDISE IS SOLD WITH COLLEGE FOOTBALL TEAM NAMES AND LOGOS 2ECRUITING
NEWS IS A YEAR ROUND FOCUS OF FAN ATTENTION
7HAT GETS BURIED IN THIS AVALANCHE IS THAT COLLEGE FOOTBALL PROGRAMS ARE SITUATED
IN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND THAT STUDENTATHLETES MAY COMPETE ONLY BECAUSE THEY
ARE ENROLLED STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITIES FOR WHICH THEY PLAY 4HE POSTER CHILD
EXAMPLE HAS BEEN THE ONGOING AND SEEMINGLY INTERMINABLE DISCUSSION ABOUT THE
"OWL #HAMPIONSHIP 3ERIES "#3	 AND A FOOTBALL PLAYOFF FOR &"3 TEAMS
%VERYONE SEEMS TO HAVE AN OPINION
 ! "!24,%44 ')!-!44) 4!+% 4)-% &/2 0!2!$)3% n 	
#ONVERSATIONS REVOLVE AROUND WHAT MAKES
SENSE IN COMPETITION GENERALLY HOW TO ASSURE A hTRUEv NATIONAL CHAMPION WHAT IS
 4HE .#!! IS A PRIVATE ASSOCIATION THAT ADMINISTERS COLLEGE ATHLETICS )T IS DIVIDED INTO THREE DIVISIONS
) )) )))	 AND SUBDIVISIONS WITHIN $IVISION ) 4EAMS IN THE &OOTBALL "OWL 3UBDIVISION HEREAFTER &"3 COMPETE
IN POST SEASON BOWL GAMES 4EAMS IN THE &OOTBALL #HAMPIONSHIP 3UBDIVISION HEREAFTER &#3 COMPETE IN AN
.#!! PLAYOFF 3EE .#!! n .#!! $)6)3)/. ) -!.5!, ARTS   	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWNCAAPUBLICATIONSCOMPRODUCTDOWNLOADS$PDF ;HEREINAFTER .#!! "9,!73= 4HE THIRD
SUBDIVISION DOES NOT SPONSOR FOOTBALL &"3 INSTITUTIONS MUST SPONSOR AT LEAST  VARSITY SPORTS OF WHICH AT LEAST
EIGHT MUST BE WOMENS SPORTS .#!! "9,!73 ART  )N GENERAL THEIR FOOTBALL TEAMS MUST PLAY AT LEAST 
PERCENT OF THEIR GAMES AGAINST OTHER &"3 TEAMS AT LEAST FIVE HOME GAMES	 AND MUST AVERAGE AT LEAST  IN
PAID ATTENDANCE COMPUTED EVERY TWO YEARS ON A ROLLING BASIS .#!! "9,!73 ARTS   )N GENERAL
THE OTHER TEAMS SPONSORED BY &"3 INSTITUTIONS MUST BE IN SPORTS FOR WHICH THE .#!! ADMINISTERS A POST SEASON
CHAMPIONSHIP .#!! "9,!73 ART  AND EACH TEAM MUST MEET APPLICABLE MINIMUM CONTESTS
REQUIREMENTS .#!! "9,!73 ART  ! &"3 CONFERENCE MUST HAVE AT LEAST EIGHT &"3 INSTITUTIONS .#!!
"9,!73 ART  4HE .#!! DOESNT ADMINISTER POST SEASON &"3 FOOTBALL AND THERE IS NO &"3 FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP
 4HE PROLIFERATION OF TELEVISED GAMES IS THE DIRECT RESULT OF LITIGATION BROUGHT BY TWO &"3 UNIVERSITIES
WITH PROMINENT FOOTBALL PROGRAMS 'EORGIA AND /KLAHOMA .ATL #OLLEGIATE !THLETIC !SSN V "D OF 2EGENTS
 53   	 4HEY COMPLAINED ABOUT .#!! RULES THAT LIMITED THEIR 46 APPEARANCES AND THAT ALSO
ASSURED 46 APPEARANCE OPPORTUNITIES TO FOOTBALL PROGRAMS LESS ATTRACTIVE TO VIEWERS )D AT n n 4HE
3UPREME #OURTS HOLDING IN FAVOR OF 'EORGIA AND /KLAHOMA OPENED THE FLOODGATES )D AT  'EORGIA AND
/KLAHOMA WERE PROVED RIGHT 'AMES BETWEEN COLLEGE FOOTBALL POWERS ARE THE ONES FANS MOST WANT TO SEE 3EE
INFRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE EG &OOTBALL 2ECRUITING 2)6!,3#/- HTTPFOOTBALLRECRUITINGRIVALSCOM LAST VISITED &EB 
	
 7HEN ) REFER TO THE "#3 IN THIS ARTICLE ) MEAN AN ARRANGEMENT AMONG THE ELEVEN &"3 CONFERENCES TO
MANAGE POST SEASON &"3 FOOTBALL 3EE INFRA NOTE  AND TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n %VEN THE 0RESIDENT OF
THE 5NITED 3TATES HAS AN OPINION 3EE 0RESIDENTELECT /BAMA -AKES !NOTHER 0LAY FOR #OLLEGE &OOTBALL 0LAYOFF
%30. LAST UPDATED .OV    0-	 HTTPSPORTSESPN GOCOMNCFNEWSSTORYID h)T WOULD
ADD THREE EXTRA WEEKS TO THE SEASON     ) THINK ITS ABOUT TIME WE HAD PLAYOFFS IN COLLEGE FOOTBALL )M FED UP
WITH THESE COMPUTER RANKINGS    v	 SEE ALSO #HAD 3EIFRIED  4ODD 3MITH #ONGRESSIONAL (EARINGS AND THE
$IVISION ) &OOTBALL "OWL 3UBDIVISION	 0OSTSEASON !RRANGEMENT ! #ONTENT !NALYSIS ON ,ETTERS 4ESTIMONIES AND
3YMPOSIUMS * )335%3 ).4%2#/,,%')!4% !4(,%4)#3  AT n AVAILABLE AT HTTPCSRIJIIAORGDOCUMENTS
3IGJ8IJG>C< 6 #DAA:<: &DDI76AA 0DHI 3:6HDC
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GOOD FOR THE FANS WHAT IS GOOD FOR THE SPORT WHAT IS FAIR FOR TEAMS IN "#3
CONFERENCES THAT HAVE NO AUTOMATIC BERTH IN A "#3 BOWL NON!1 CONFERENCES	
FLAWS IN THE METRIC FOR DECIDING WHICH TEAMS MAKE THE GAME WHAT WILL MAKE THE
MOST MONEY FOR EVERYONE AND WHETHER THE "#3 VIOLATES THE ANTITRUST LAWS
7HEN DISCUSSION MANAGES TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT FOOTBALL PLAYERS ARE COLLEGE
STUDENTS THERE IS A DEARTH OF SERIOUS ANALYSIS 2ATHER COMMENTATORS DISCUSS THE
PERCEIVED HYPOCRISY OF PRESIDENTS AND CHANCELLORS AT BIG FOOTBALL POWERS THAT MAKE
MONEY OFF FOOTBALL GROUNDING THEIR PLAYOFF OPPOSITION IN THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES AS
LEADERS OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND CONCERN FOR STUDENTATHLETE WELLBEING 3IMILARLY
COMMENTATORS ARE CYNICAL ABOUT WHETHER FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES HAVE ANY INTEREST
IN CLASSWORK INDEPENDENT OF MEETING A MINIMUM LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE AS
PRECONDITION TO COMPETITION ELIGIBILITY
PUCLICATIONSRESEARCH?ARTICLES*))!??????#ONGRESSIONAL?(EARINGSPDF "#3 #/,,%'%
&//4"!,, 0,!9/&& HTTPWWWBCS PLAYOFFORG /WEN 3PORTS )LLUSTRATED 4ALKS "#30LAYOFF AND 7HY 7E
#ONTINUE TO 3PIN /UR 7HEELS 2/#+ #(!,+ 4!,+ .OV    !-	 HTTPWWWROCKCHALKTALKCOM
SPORTSILLUSTRATEDTALKSBCSPLAYOFFANDWHYWECONTINUETOSPINOUR
 !1 STATUS MEANT THAT SIX CONFERENCES WERE GUARANTEED THAT ONE OF THEIR MEMBER TEAMS TYPICALLY THE
CONFERENCE CHAMPION	 WOULD COMPETE IN A "#3 BOWL 3EE INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n 4HROUGHOUT
THIS ARTICLE ) REFER TO THESE SIX CONFERENCES AS !1 CONFERENCES EVEN THOUGH !1 STATUS IS BEING ELIMINATED 3EE
INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n
 3EE EG 4IM $AHLBERG "#3 "IG 3HOTS 7AKING 5P TO THE )DEA OF 0LAYOFF 3YSTEM ,!3 6%'!3 2%6 * &EB
   !-	 HTTPWWWLVRJCOMSPORTSBCSBIGSHOTSWAKINGUPTOIDEAOFPLAYOFFSYSTEM
HTML ;HEREINAFTER $AHLBERG= h;3=YSTEM LADEN WITH SO MANY FLAWS THAT IT CANgT BE TRUSTED %VEN WHEN THE
"#3 DOES GET IT RIGHT THEREgS ALWAYS A SCHOOL THAT FEELS IT HAS BEEN WRONGEDv	
 4HE ANTITRUST LAWS PROHIBIT UNREASONABLE RESTRAINTS OF TRADE BY ENTITIES WITH SUFFICIENT MARKET SHARE
WHEN THEY ACT IN CONCERT 3HERMAN !CT  53# e  	 OR MONOPOLIZE ID e  4HE "#3 HAS GENERATED
MUCH ANTITRUST ANALYSIS 3EE EG +ATHERINE -C#LELLAND 3HOULD #OLLEGE &OOTBALLS #URRENCY 2EAD h)N "#3 7E
4RUSTv OR )S )T *UST -ONOPOLY -ONEY !NTITRUST )MPLICATIONS OF THE "OWL #HAMPIONSHIP 3ERIES  4%8 4%#( ,
2%6  n 	 !NDREW :IMBALIST 4HE "#3 !NTITRUST AND 0UBLIC 0OLICY  !.4)42534 "5,, 
n 	
 3EE EG !DAM 3TEVINSON 4HE (YPOCRISY OF THE "#3 '593')2,#/- .OV  	 HTTPWWWGUYS
GIRLCOMBLOGCOLLEGEFOOTBALLNEWSTHEHYPOCRISYOFTHEBCSHTML 4HE CYNICISM IGNORES THE COMPLEX
RESPONSIBILITIES OF PRESIDENTS AND CHANCELLORS THE MANY CONSTITUENCIES THAT THEY SERVE AND THE NEED FOR REVENUE
TO SUPPORT THE CENTRAL MISSIONS OF UNIVERSITIES )T ALSO UNDERSTATES THE DIFFICULTIES IN STRIKING AN APPROPRIATE
BALANCE AMONG FACTORS OF VARYING WEIGHTS POINTING IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS
 3EE GENERALLY 7),,)!- ' "/7%.  3!2!( ! ,%6). 2%#,!)-).' 4(% '!-% #/,,%'% 30/243 !.$
%$5#!4)/.!, 6!,5%3  	 7!,4%2 "59%23  #(!2,%3 (!--%2 5.30/243-!.,)+% #/.$5#4
%80,/)4).' #/,,%'% !4(,%4)#3  	 #/!, /. ).4%2#/,,%')!4% !4(,%4)#3 ! &2!-%7/2+ &/2
#/-02%(%.3)6% !4(,%4)#3 2%&/2- AT  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPBLOGSCOMMPSUEDUTHECOIAWPCONTENT
UPLOADS!&RAMEWORKFOR#OMPREHENSIVE!THLETICS2EFORMPDF #/!, /. ).4%2#/,,%')!4% !4(,%4)#3
&2!-).' 4(% &5452% 2%&/2-).' ).4%2#/,,%')!4% !4(,%4)#3 AT  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPBLOGSCOMM
PSUEDUTHECOIAWPCONTENTUPLOADS&4&7HITE0APERPDF *!-%3 * $5$%234!$4 ).4%2#/,,%')!4%
!4(,%4)#3 !.$ 4(% !-%2)#!. 5.)6%23)49 ! 5.)6%23)49 02%3)$%.43 0%230%#4)6% n 	 +.)'(4
&/5.$ /. ).4%2#/,,%')!4% !4(,%4)#3 ! #!,, 4/ !#4)/. 2%#/..%#4).' #/,,%'% 30/243 !.$ ()'(%2
%$5#!4)/. n 	 -522!9 30%2"%2 "%%2 !.$ #)2#53 (/7 ")' 4)-% #/,,%'% 30/243 )3 #2)00,).'
5.$%2'2!$5!4% %$5#!4)/. n 	 2)#+ 4%,!.$%2 4(% (5.$2%$ 9!2$ ,)% 4(% #/22504)/. /&
#/,,%'% &//4"!,, !.$ 7(!4 7% #!. $/ 4/ 34/0 )4  	 *!-%3 , 3(5,-!.  7),,)!- ' "/7%.
4(% '!-% /& ,)&% #/,,%'% 30/243 !.$ %$5#!4)/.!, 6!,5%3  	 */(. 2 4(%,). '!-%3 #/,,%'%3
0,!9 3#!.$!, !.$ 2%&/2- ). ).4%2#/,,%')!4% !4(,%4)#3 n 	 *OSEPHINE *O	 2 0OTUTO
!CADEMIC -ISCONDUCT !THLETICS !CADEMIC 3UPPORT 3ERVICES AND THE .#!!  +9 ,*   N n	
;HEREINAFTER !CADEMIC -ISCONDUCT= $OUBTS WHETHER ATHLETES CAN ALSO BE STUDENTS SPAN CENTURIES 3EE EG
4HOMAS *EFFERSON BORN 	 h'AMES PLAYED WITH THE BALL AND OTHERS OF THAT NATURE ARE TOO VIOLENT FOR THE
BODY AND STAMP NO CHARACTER ON THE MINDv  4(% 0!0%23 /& 4(/-!3 *%&&%23/.  *0 "OYD ED 	
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.ONE OF THESE ADVOCATES FOR CHANGE IN THE &"3 FOOTBALL POST SEASON DO SO WITH
PURPOSE TO ENHANCE STUDENTATHLETE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE .ONE CONSIDER THE
ETHOS AND REQUISITES OF THE GREATER CAMPUS
4HOSE COMMENTATORS WHO MENTION ACADEMIC AND STUDENTLIFE ISSUES MINIMIZE
THE IMPACT OF AN INCREASED NUMBER OF GAMES OR A LONGER SEASON
&EW PLACE PRIME EMPHASIS ON AVOIDING
ADDITIONAL STRESS ON THE STUDENT PART OF THE LIFE OF A FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETE
 /FTEN THEY POINT
TO THE .#!! $IVISION ) -ENS "ASKETBALL 4OURNAMENT AND ITS &INAL &OUR AS
SUPPOSED PROOF THAT THESE CONCERNS ARE NONEXISTENT OR AT LEAST OVERSTATED
4HE -ENS "ASKETBALL 4OURNAMENT SPANS NEARLY THREE WEEKS DURING THE ACADEMIC
TERM
"UT THE
-ENS "ASKETBALL 4OURNAMENT IS NEITHER THE BEST NOR EVEN THE OPTIMAL MODEL TO
FOSTER STUDENTATHLETE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE AND WELLBEING OR TO STRIKE A
REASONABLE BALANCE BETWEEN ACADEMICS AND ATHLETICS AND NO ONE CONTENDS
OTHERWISE
 )N  FOR EXAMPLE COMPETITION BEGAN ON -ARCH  WITH THE
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME PLAYED ON -ONDAY NIGHT !PRIL  3IXTEEN TEAMS PLAYED IN THREE
GAMES BY -ARCH  EIGHT PLAYED IN FOUR BY -ARCH  4HESE ARE COMPETITION
DATES ONLY 4HEY NEITHER INCLUDE TRAVEL TIME TO OR FROM COMPETITION SITES NOR THE
TIME ON SITE THAT TEAMS SPEND PRIOR TO AND AFTER COMPETITION
.OWHERE IN THE &"3 FOOTBALL POST SEASON DISCUSSION DO PLAYOFF ADVOCATES
MENTION THAT MENS BASKETBALL TEAMS HAVE THE LOWEST ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RATE
!02	 OF ANY .#!! SPONSORED SPORT
!MBROSE "IERCE BORN 	 h!CADEME N !N ANCIENT SCHOOL WHERE MORALITY AND PHILOSOPHY WERE TAUGHT
!CADEMY N FROM ACADEME	 ! MODERN SCHOOL WHERE FOOTBALL IS TAUGHTv !-"2/3% ")%2#% 4(% $%6),3
$)#4)/.!29 	 2USSELL "AKER BORN 	 h#ANT ANYTHING BE DONE ABOUT CALLING THESE GUYS @STUDENT
ATHLETES 4HATS LIKE REFERRING TO !TTILA THE (UNS CAVALRY AS @WEEKEND WARRIORSv 2USSELL "AKER /"3%26%2
'OSH -A .OTHING AT !LL .9 4)-%3 AT ! -AR  	
!LSO NEVER MENTIONED IS THAT EVEN IN THE
 .#!! "YLAWS ARTS   AND  DESCRIBE THE VARIOUS ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS THAT STUDENT
ATHLETES MUST MEET
 3EE INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n FOR A DISCUSSION OF THE IMPACT OF INCREMENTAL CHANGE ON
CORE VALUES
 3EE SUPRA NOTES  
 3EE EG "RAD 3ULLIVAN  &INAL &OUR 0ROVES "#3 IS "3 30/243&!.3/2' -AR  	
HTTPSPORTSFANSORGFINALFOURPROVESBCSISBS 4HE #AMPAIGN FOR A #OLLEGE &OOTBALL 0LAYOFF
0,!9)4/&&/2' HTTPPLAYITOFFORGKEYISSUESPHP LAST VISITED -AR  	 NOTING THAT STUDENTATHLETES
COMPETE IN THE -ARCH -ADNESS BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT DURING MIDTERMS AND EVEN FINALS	
 4HE OTHER COMPARISON IS TO THE .#!! &#3 &OOTBALL PLAYOFF 3EE INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n
 n FOR A DISCUSSION OF THE ISSUES WITH THIS COMPARISON
 3EE GENERALLY .#!! 4OURNAMENT "RACKET   %30. HTTPAESPNCDNCOMINCAAMENS?
BRACKETPDF
 3EE .#!! 4OURNAMENT "RACKET n  SUPRA NOTE 
 7HILE CLASSES ARE IN SESSION .#!! BYLAWS PERMIT TEAMS TO DEPART FROM CAMPUS  HOURS BEFORE THEIR
FIRST COMPETITION AND TO REMAIN AT THE COMPETITION SITE FOR UP TO  HOURS AFTER .#!! "9,!73 ART 
AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWNCAAPUBLICATIONSCOMPRODUCTDOWNLOADS$PDF &OR BOWL TRIPS AND .#!! POST
SEASON COMPLETION THESE LIMITS DO NOT APPLY .#!! "9,!73 ART D	 E	 &OOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES
MAY RECEIVE UP TO TEN DAYS OF INCIDENTAL EXPENSES FOR A BOWL TRIP .#!! "9,!73 ART 
 4HE !02 IS A .#!! METRIC THAT MEASURES TEAM ACADEMIC PROGRESS 3EE GENERALLY .#!! "9,!73 ART 
DETAILING THE CONTOURS OF THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE PROGRAM	 SEE ALSO !02 3CORECARDS 3HOW )MPROVEMENT
2EFORM %YES @!UTOMATIC %XPECTATION OF 3TUDENT!THLETE 3UCCESS .#!! HTTPWWWNCAACOMNEWSNCAA
APRSCORECARDSSHOWIMPROVEMENT LAST UPDATED -AY    '-4	 ;HEREINAFTER !02 3CORECARDS=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CURRENT "#3 SYSTEM FOOTBALL PLAYERS CURRENTLY FARE LITTLE BETTER 4O SAY THAT AN &"3
FOOTBALL PLAYOFF WOULD GENERATE LESS ACADEMIC PRESSURE ON STUDENTATHLETES THAN THAT
PRODUCED BY THE -ENS "ASKETBALL 4OURNAMENT MAY BE TRUE AT LEAST WITH REGARD TO A
FOURGAME CHAMPIONSHIP MODEL
! COUPLE OF YEARS AGO THE ASSOCIATION OF &"3 FACULTY ATHLETICS REPRESENTATIVES
4O USE IT AS PROOF THAT VARIOUS MODELS OF AN &"3
FOOTBALL PLAYOFF WOULD WORK NO ACADEMIC DETRIMENT HOWEVER IS TO GRAVITATE TO THE
LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR AS COMPARATOR

ADMONISHED h,ETS GET OUR PRIORITIES STRAIGHTv IN EVALUATING THE THRUST OF THE
"#3PLAYOFF DISCUSSION
7E HEAR ABOUT THE OVERRIDING PUBLIC NEED TO HAVE A hTRUEv NATIONAL
CHAMPION AND LITTLE ABOUT HOW A NATIONAL PLAYOFF CREATES ONE CHAMPION AT
THE EXPENSE OF ALL THE TEAMS THAT NOW END THEIR SEASON AS WINNERS UNDER THE
BOWL STRUCTURE	 7E HEAR THAT THE "#3 CANNOT GUARANTEE THAT THE BEST TWO
TEAMS PLAY FOR THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP ALTHOUGH WE DOUBT THAT
ARGUMENTS OVER WHICH ARE THE BEST TWO TEAMS WOULD DISAPPEAR WITH A
DIFFERENT FORMAT	 7E HEAR ABOUT THE hHAVESv GETTING FATTER AT THE EXPENSE OF
THE hHAVE NOTSv AND LITTLE ABOUT HOW THESE LATTER TEAMS FARED PRIOR TO THE
"#3 AND ITS PRECURSOR "OWL !LLIANCE	 7E HEAR ABOUT THE ANTITRUST
IMPLICATIONS OF THE "#3
FOR THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF MENS BASKETBALL 4HE 5NIVERSITY OF #ONNECTICUT MENS BASKETBALL TEAM FOR
EXAMPLE HAS !02 SO POOR THAT IT IS EXCLUDED FROM THE  -ENS "ASKETBALL 4OURNAMENT 5#ONNS &INAL
!PPEAL 4URNED $OWN .#!! HTTPWWWNCAACOMNEWSBASKETBALLMENARTICLEUCONNSFINAL
APPEALTURNEDDOWN LAST UPDATED !PR    '-4	
 3EE !02 3CORECARDS SUPRA NOTE  SEE ALSO *AMES % ,ONG  3TEVEN " #AUDILL 4HE )MPACT OF
0ARTICIPATION IN )NTERCOLLEGIATE !THLETICS ON )NCOME AND 'RADUATION  2%6 /& %#/.  34!4   
	 -ICHAEL 4 -ALONEY  2OBERT % -C#ORMICK !N %XAMINATION OF THE 2OLE THAT )NTERCOLLEGIATE !THLETIC
0ARTICIPATION 0LAYS IN !CADEMIC !CHIEVEMENT !THLETES &EATS IN THE #LASSROOM  * (5- 2%3   TBL  
	 4OM $IENHART 0ROS  #ONS OF ,ATEST 0LAYOFF )DEA ")' 4%. .%47/2+ &EB    0-	
HTTPBTNCOMDIENHARTPROSCONSOFLATESTPLAYOFFIDEA INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n
#OMMENTATORS KNOW ABOUT THE LOW !02S AND ACADEMIC DEFICIENCIES IN MENS BASKETBALL AND FOOTBALL 4HEY CITE
TO THESE WHEN THEY SEEK TO FOCUS ON THE HYPOCRISY OF COLLEGE SPORTS 3EE GENERALLY 3TEVINSON SUPRA NOTE 
 3EE INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n 4HERE ARE  SCHOLARSHIP ATHLETES ON A MENS BASKETBALL
TEAM .#!! "9,!73 ART  4HERE ARE  SCHOLARSHIP ATHLETES ON A FOOTBALL TEAM .#!! "9,!73 ART
 AND SQUADS MAY REACH  OR  PLAYERS 4HE PER STUDENT IMPACT OF ANY ONE POST SEASON GAME
THEREFORE IS QUITE DIFFERENT IN THE TWO SPORTS
 %ACH .#!! MEMBER INSTITUTION MUST HAVE A FACULTY ATHLETICS REPRESENTATIVE &!2	 4HE &!2 IS hA
MEMBER OF AN INSTITUTIONS FACULTY OR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF WHO IS DESIGNATED BY THE INSTITUTIONS PRESIDENT OR
CHANCELLOR OR OTHER APPROPRIATE ENTITY TO REPRESENT THE INSTITUTION AND ITS FACULTY IN THE INSTITUTIONS
RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE .#!! AND ITS CONFERENCES	v .#!! "9,!73 ART  4HE &!2 ALSO HAS A ROLE IN
CAMPUS INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL 3EE .#!! "9,!73 ART  4HE ! &ACULTY !THLETICS 2EPRESENTATIVES ! &!2	 IS
COMPRISED OF &!2S AT &"3 INSTITUTIONS
 0RESS 2ELEASE ! &ACULTY !THLETICS 2EPRESENTATIVES $)! &!2S 0OSITION 3TATEMENT 2EGARDING 0OST
3EASON IN $IV ) &"3 &OOTBALL !PR  	 ;HEREINAFTER ! &!2 3TATEMENT= AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWONEAFAR
ORGDOCUMENTS!&!2?$)&"3?&OOTBALL?0OSTSEASON?3TATEMENTPDF 4HE AUTHOR OF THIS ARTICLE CURRENTLY IS THE
PRESIDENT OF THE ! &!2
 )T ALSO IS FAR FROM CLEAR THAT ANY PARTICULAR PAYOFF SYSTEM WOULD QUELL THE CRITICS 3EE EG 3TEWART
-ANDEL7OULD A &OUR4EAM 0LAYOFF 2EALLY BE ,ESS #ONTROVERSIAL 4HAN THE "#3 3)#/- &EB    0-	
HTTPSPORTSILLUSTRATEDCNNCOMWRITERSSTEWART?MANDELBCSVSFOURTEAMPLAYOFFINDEXHTML
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)N THIS ARTICLE ) LOOK BRIEFLY AT THE HISTORY OF THE BOWL SYSTEM AND THE CURRENT "#3
STRUCTURE AS WELL AS THE CONTOURS AND CONSEQUENCES OF POST SEASON COMPETITION ) SET
FORTH SOME OF THE NONATHLETICS CONSIDERATIONS THAT TYPICALLY GET SHORT SHRIFT IN THE
&"3 FOOTBALL POST SEASON DEBATE -Y PERSPECTIVE IS THAT OF A FACULTY MEMBER AND
MEMBER OF A UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
II.  A Little Bowl History 
&OOTBALL TEAMS AT MAJOR FOOTBALL INSTITUTIONS n .OTRE $AME 4EXAS !LABAMA
/KLAHOMA /HIO 3TATE -ICHIGAN 0ENN 3TATE .EBRASKA ,35 3OUTHERN #ALIFORNIA
ETC nHISTORICALLY HAVE PLAYED IN POST SEASON BOWL GAMES ADMINISTERED BY BOARDS IN
THE CITIES IN WHICH THE BOWL GAMES ARE LOCATED 4HESE BOARDS ARE ADJUNCTS OF THEIR
CITY CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE 4HEY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN INDEPENDENT OF THE .#!!
AND HISTORICALLY WERE INDEPENDENT OF OTHER BOWLS AND BOWL BOARDS
! 4HE "OWL 3YSTEM
4HE FIRST BOWL GAMES AND THOSE WITH THE BIGGEST PAYOFFS WERE PLAYED IN THE #OTTON
"OWL /RANGE "OWL 3UGAR "OWL AND THE hGRANDDADDY OF ALL BOWLSv THE 2OSE
"OWL 4HEY ALSO WERE KNOWN AS THE .EW 9EARS BOWLS AS THEY WERE PLAYED ON .EW
9EARS $AY 4HESE MAJOR BOWLS DEVELOPED RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE MAJOR EQUITY
CONFERENCES BY WHICH A BOWL AND CONFERENCE AGREED THAT THE CONFERENCE CHAMPION
WOULD PLAY IN THAT BOWL GAME
;HEREINAFTER &OUR4EAM 0LAYOFF= 3EE +%..%4( * !22/7 3/#)!, #(/)#% !.$ ).$)6)$5!, 6!,5%3 n D ED
	 !RROW DISCUSSES HIS IMPOSSIBILITY THEOREM THAT SAYS ANY VOTING SYSTEM BASED ON PREFERENCES OF THREE OR
MORE	 CANNOT PROVIDE A CONSENSUS RANKING FOR ALL VOTERS WITHOUT UNACCEPTABLE PARADOXES )N OTHER WORDS ANY
RANKING SYSTEM NEEDED TO IDENTIFY THE TOP TWO OR EIGHT OR SIXTEEN OR WHATEVER NUMBER WILL NOT BE A CONSENSUS
CHOICE )F IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO CHOOSE THE TEAMS IN A PLAYOFF WITHOUT CONTROVERSY IT IS EQUALLY NOT POSSIBLE TO HAVE
A CHAMPION WITHOUT CONTROVERSY 4HE ONLY WAY TO AVOID THIS IS TO HAVE A PLAYOFF THAT INCLUDES ALL TEAMS AND
EVEN THEN THERE WOULD BE ISSUES ABOUT WHICH TEAM PLAYED WHICH TEAM AND IN WHAT ORDER	
4HE CONFERENCES WERE THE 3OUTHWESTERN 37#	
 3EE EG 2OSE "OWL /PERATING #OMPANY "OARD OF $IRECTORS 2/3% "/7, 34!$)5- HTTPWWWROSEBOWL
STADIUMCOM2"/#?BOARDPHP LAST VISITED -AR  	
 3EE EG (ISTORY &IESTA "OWL "LOCK 0ARTY &)%34! "/7, HTTPWWWFIESTABOWLORGEVENTSFIESTABOWL
BLOCKPARTYHISTORYPHP LAST VISITED -AR  	 DESCRIBING THE HISTORIC RELATIONSHIP THE &IESTA "OWL HAS HAD
WITH THE LOCAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE	
 0OST"#3 BOWLS HAVE BECOME MORE INTERTWINED IN PARTICULAR THROUGH %30. OWNERSHIP OF SEVERAL
3EE EG "ILL 7AGNER %30. "UYS 4EXAS "OWL .!69 30/243 ",/' $EC    0-	
HTTPWWWHOMETOWNANNAPOLISCOMBLOGSPOST%30."UYS4EXAS"OWLHTML REPORTING THAT %30.
OWNS SEVEN COLLEGE BOWLS	
 "EGINNING IN  THE #OTTON "OWL WAS PLAYED IN $ALLAS 4EXAS 3EE (ISTORY OF #OTTON "OWL 3TADIUM
#/44/. "/7, HTTPWWWCOTTONBOWLSTADIUMCOMHISTORYINDEXHTML LAST VISITED -AR  	
 4HE FIRST /RANGE "OWL GAME WAS PLAYED IN  ITS LOCATION IS -IAMI 3EE /RANGE "OWL (ISTORY
/2!.'% "/7, HTTPWWWORANGEBOWLORGORANGE?BOWLHISTORYASPX LAST VISITED -AR  	
 4HE FIRST 3UGAR "OWL GAME WAS PLAYED IN  ITS LOCATION IS .EW /RLEANS "OWL "EGINNING !,,34!4%
35'!2 "/7, HTTPWWWALLSTATESUGARBOWLORGSITEPHP LAST VISITED -AR  	
 4HE FIRST 2OSE "OWL GAME WAS PLAYED IN  ITS LOCATION IS 0ASADENA 3EE 2OSE "OWL ,/6% /& 2/3%3
HTTPWWWLOVEOFROSESCOM2OSE"OWLHTML LAST VISITED -AR  	 -)#(%,,% , 452.%2 )-!'%3 /&
!-%2)#! 4(% 2/3% "/7,  	
 3EE 4HE "OWL #HAMPIONSHIP 3ERIES )S IT &AIR AND )N #OMPLIANCE 7ITH !NTITRUST ,AW (EARING "EFORE THE
3UBCOMM ON !NTITRUST #OMPETITION 0OLICY AND #ONSUMER 2IGHT TH #ONG  	 STATEMENT OF 7ILLIAM
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3OUTHEASTERN 3%#	 "IG %IGHT "IG 4EN AND 0ACIFIC 0!#	  %VEN THOUGH THE "IG
%AST #ONFERENCE HAD NO SUCH FORMAL TIE TO A .EW 9EARS BOWL ITS CHAMPION
TYPICALLY WAS SELECTED TO COMPETE IN ONE )N  FOR EXAMPLE THE "IG %AST
CHAMPION -IAMI PLAYED IN THE /RANGE "OWL AGAINST .EBRASKA AND WAS DECLARED
NATIONAL CHAMPION IN THE POLLS 4HE !TLANTIC #OAST #ONFERENCE !##	 ALSO HAS A
TRACK RECORD OF MEMBER TEAM APPEARANCES IN .EW 9EARS BOWLS &LORIDA 3TATE FOR
EXAMPLE PLAYED IN THE  /RANGE "OWL AGAINST .EBRASKA AND WAS DECLARED
NATIONAL CHAMPION IN THE POLLS #LEMSON PLAYED IN THE  /RANGE "OWL AGAINST
.EBRASKA AND WAS DECLARED THE NATIONAL CHAMPION IN THE POLLS
"OWL GAMES ARE ECONOMIC ENGINES FOR THEIR COMMUNITIES  7HILE A BOWL GAME
MAY BE THE HIGH POINT OF WHAT HAPPENS DURING BOWL WEEK IT IS BY NO MEANS THE
EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY 4HERE ARE PARADES AND BLOCK PARTIES AND A HOST OF OTHER EVENTS
)N FACT THE 2OSE "OWL BEGAN AS JUST ANOTHER EVENT HELD IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
4OURNAMENT OF 2OSES 0ARADE
"OWL BOARDS SELECT TEAMS NOT ONLY BECAUSE THEY ARE RANKED HIGH IN THE POLLS




BECAUSE THEY CAN PROVIDE A GOOD AND COMPETITIVE GAME BUT ALSO BECAUSE THEY ARE
PROJECTED TO BRING LARGE NUMBERS OF FANS AND IN TURN REVENUES TO BOWL CITIES )T IS
NO COINCIDENCE THEN THAT CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS FROM THE MAJOR EQUITY
CONFERENCES PLAYED IN THE .EW 9EARS BOWLS AS THESE ARE THE HISTORIC MAJOR FOOTBALL
POWERS WITH PASSIONATE FAN BASES MOST LIKELY TO FOLLOW THEIR TEAMS TO BOWL VENUES
 3EE  ")' %!34 &//4"!,, -%$)! '5)$% n 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWBIGEASTORG3PORTS
&OOTBALL&OOTBALL-EDIA'UIDEASPX NOTING THE DIFFERENT CHAMPION TEAMS SELECTED FOR BOWL GAMES	
 -IAMI ALSO APPEARED IN THE  AND  /RANGE "OWLS AND IN THE  AND  3UGAR "OWLS 3EE
-IAMI &OOTBALL (ISTORY -)!-) &//4"!,, HTTPHURRICANESPORTSCSTVCOMSPORTSMFOOTBLARCHIVE
AAAHTML LAST VISITED &EB  	 -IAMI (URRICANES &OOTBALL 7IKIPEDIA HTTPENWIKIPEDIAORGWIKI
-IAMI?(URRICANES?FOOTBALL LAST UPDATED !PR  	 !S ANOTHER EXAMPLE IN  "OSTON #OLLEGE PLAYED IN
THE #OTTON "OWL #OTTON "OWL -9 &!6/2)4% "/7,3 HTTPWWWMMBOLDINGCOMBOWLS#OTTON?
HTM LAST VISITED -AR  	 )N  WHILE A MEMBER OF THE "IG %AST #ONFERENCE 7EST 6IRGINIA PLAYED
IN THE 3UGAR "OWL
 &LORIDA 3TATE 3EMINOLES &2/$)3-!.#/- HTTPFRODISMANCOMFSUHTML LAST VISITED -AR  	
&LORIDA 3TATE ALSO APPEARED IN THE   AND  /RANGE "OWLS THE  3UGAR "OWL AND  #OTTON
"OWL AND THE  AND  &IESTA "OWLS )D "EGINNING WITH THE  &IESTA "OWL THE &IESTA "OWL GAME WAS
PLAYED ON .EW 9EARS $AY 3EE TH !NNUAL &IESTA "OWL &)%34! "/7, HTTPWWWFIESTABOWLORGTOSTITOSFIESTA
BOWLTOSTITOSFIESTABOWLGAMEHISTORYGAMERESULTSRECAPSTHANNUALFIESTABOWLPHP LAST VISITED -AR 
	
 /RANGE "OWL -9 &!6/2)4% "/7,3 HTTPWWWMMBOLDINGCOMBOWLS/RANGE?HTM LAST
VISITED -AR  	
 3EE */(. 3!9,% 7!44%23/. #/,,%'% &//4"!,, ()34/29 30%#4!#,% #/.42/6%239  	
DESCRIBING THE GENESIS OF BOWL GAMES AS A DEPRESSION EFFORT OF CITIES IN THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST TO hREVIVE THEIR
ECONOMIESv	
 -ONTS SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 4HE FIRST 2OSE "OWL TOOK PLACE IN  4HE NEXT TIME A GAME WAS HELD IT WAS  4HE GAME HAS BEEN
HELD ANNUALLY SINCE THAT TIME 3EE GENERALLY 2OSE "OWL 'AME 2/3% "/7, ()34/29 HTTPWWWROSEBOWL
HISTORYORGROSEBOWLGAMEPHP LAST VISITED -AR  	 -)#(%,,% , 452.%2 )-!'%3 /& !-%2)#! 4(% 2/3%
"/7,  	
 3EE INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTE 
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&ROM  WHEN THE FIRST BOWL GAME WAS PLAYED UNTIL 
" 4HE "OWL #HAMPIONSHIP 3ERIES "#3	
BOWL BOARDS HAD
FREE REIN TO CONTRACT WITH A CONFERENCE FOR ITS CHAMPION TO COMPETE IN THEIR BOWLS
AND IN CHOOSING THE BOWL GAME OPPONENT "OWLS VIED WITH EACH OTHER FOR THAT
OPPONENT FROM THE POOL OF TEAMS NOT ALREADY TIED TO A BOWL BY VIRTUE OF BEING
CONFERENCE CHAMPION
5NDER THE BOWL SYSTEM BOWL BOARDS ACTED INDEPENDENTLY IN ARRANGING THEIR BOWL
GAMES 4HE BOWL SYSTEM WAS NEVER DESIGNED TO CROWN A FOOTBALL NATIONAL CHAMPION
7ITH INDEPENDENCE IN TEAM SELECTION CONFERENCE TEAM CHAMPIONS TIED TO DIFFERENT
MAJOR BOWLS AND BOWL BOARD INTEREST IN SELECTING TEAMS THAT WOULD BE BIG DRAWS
AND CASH COWS THE BOWL SYSTEM ALSO WAS POORLY SITUATED TO DO SO /VER TIME A
FOOTBALL NATIONAL CHAMPION SEPARATELY WAS DESIGNATED BY EACH OF TWO POLLS THE !0
POLL WHOSE VOTERS WERE MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES AND THE 50) POLL WHOSE VOTERS WERE
HEAD FOOTBALL COACHES
)N AN EFFORT TO MATCH IN A POST SEASON BOWL GAME THE TEAMS THAT WERE  AND 
IN THE POLLS AT THE END OF THE REGULAR SEASON THE MAJOR EQUITY CONFERENCES IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE MAJOR BOWLS DEVELOPED THE "OWL #OALITION 4HEN CAME THE
"OWL !LLIANCE 7E NOW HAVE THE "OWL #HAMPIONSHIP 3ERIES "#3	 THAT
ADMINISTERS BOWL SELECTION BY THE .EW 9EARS BOWLS
 4HE "OWL #HAMPIONSHIP 3ERIES )S IT &AIR AND )N #OMPLIANCE WITH !NTITRUST ,AW (EARING "EFORE THE
3UBCOMM ON !NTITRUST #OMPETITION 0OLICY AND #ONSUMER 2IGHT TH #ONG  	 STATEMENT OF (ARVEY
3 0ERLMAN # 5NIVERSITY OF .EBRASKA,INCOLN	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWJUDICIARYSENATEGOVHEARINGS
TESTIMONYCFMIDEFEEFDACWIT?IDEFEEFDAC
;HEREINAFTER 0ERLMAN=
 3EE #OLLEGE &OOTBALL 2ANKINGS !RCHIVE #/,, &//4"!,, #!&%4%2)! HTTPWWWCOLLEGEFOOTBALLCAFETERIA
COMCOLLEGEFOOTBALLRANKINGSARCHIVE LAST VISITED -AR  	 ;HEREINAFTER 2ANKINGS= 4YPICALLY THESE POLLS
AGREED ON THE  TEAM POST BOWL GAMES BUT ON OCCASION THERE WAS A hSPLITv NATIONAL CHAMPION &OR EXAMPLE
.EBRASKA AND -ICHIGAN SHARED THE NATIONAL TITLE IN  !LAN 3CHMADTKE $IVIDED 4HEY 3TAND -ICHIGAN
.EBRASKA 3PLIT .ATIONAL 4ITLE /2,!.$/ 3%.4).%, *AN   AT # AVAILABLE AT HTTPARTICLESORLANDOSENTINEL
COMSPORTS??MICHIGANFINALSEASONNEBRASKA 4HERE NOW ALSO ARE SEVERAL OTHERS
POLLS
 -ONTS SUPRA NOTE  AT n 4HE "#3 POST SEASON FORMAT NOW IS SCHEDULED TO SUNSET IN 
2ODGER 3HERMAN "#3 %XECUTIVE $IRECTOR "ILL (ANCOCK  "#3 &ORMAT 7ILL "E $IFFERENT 3" .ATION !PR
  HTTPWWWSBNATIONCOMNCAAFOOTBALLBCSBILLHANCOCKCOLLEGEFOOTBALL
PLAYOFFS
 4HE "#3 IS AN ARRANGEMENT OF FIVE CONTRACTS THAT GOVERN ITS OPERATIONS "IG 4EN0!# WITH 2OSE
"OWL 2OSE "OWL WITH %30. THE ELEVEN &"3 CONFERENCES AND .OTRE $AME WITH %30. THE ELEVEN &"3
CONFERENCES AND .OTRE $AME WITH THE &IESTA /RANGE AND 3UGAR "OWLS AND THE ELEVEN &"3 CONFERENCES AND
.OTRE $AME WITH THE 2OSE "OWL TO HOST THE  "#3 .ATIONAL #HAMPIONSHIP 'AME	 4HE ELEVEN CONFERENCE
COMMISSIONERS AND .OTRE $AME ATHLETICS DIRECTOR MANAGE DAYTODAY OPERATIONS 4HE "#3 0RESIDENTIAL
/VERSIGHT #OMMITTEE MAKES DECISIONS IN AREAS SUCH AS FORMAT ADMINISTRATION AND REVENUE DISTRIBUTION )T IS
COMPRISED OF A PRESIDENT OR CHANCELLOR FROM ALL ELEVEN "#3 CONFERENCES AND THE PRESIDENT OF .OTRE $AME !LL
CONFERENCES AND .OTRE $AME HAVE EQUAL REPRESENTATION 3EE "#3 GOVERNANCE "#3 HTTPWWWBCSFOOTBALL
ORGNEWSSTORYID LAST UPDATED *AN  	 4HE ELEVEN CONFERENCE COMMISSIONERS REGULARLY MEET
TO DISCUSS "#3 ISSUES AND TO OFFER ADVICE AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 0RESIDENTIAL /VERSIGHT #OMMITTEE 4HERE
ALSO IS AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE COMPRISED OF DIRECTORS OF ATHLETICS FROM THE ELEVEN &"3 CONFERENCES AND .OTRE
$AME !LTHOUGH USUALLY THE COMMISSIONERS ATTEND 0RESIDENTIAL /VERSIGHT #OMMITTEE MEETINGS DECISIONS ARE
MADE BY THE PRESIDENTSCHANCELLORS 4HE /VERSIGHT #OMMITTEE TYPICALLY OPERATES BY CONSENSUS VOTES RARELY ARE
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#ONFERENCE TIEIN ARRANGEMENTS SURVIVE IN THE "#3 THE 3%# 3UGAR "OWL "IG
4EN AND 0!# 2OSE "OWL !## /RANGE "OWL AND "IG  &IESTA "OWL 4HE "IG
%AST #ONFERENCE ALSO HAS A GUARANTEED BERTH 4HESE SIX AUTOMATIC QUALIFIER !1	
CONFERENCES SIMPLY MAINTAINED WHAT PRE"#3 THEY ALREADY HAD 4HAT TEAMS FROM
THESE CONFERENCES HAVE VALUE IS UNDERSCORED BY THE TEAM SELECTIONS MADE BY THE
NON"#3 BOWLS WITH THE BIGGEST PAYOUTS 4HE TOP  NON"#3 BOWLS IN TERMS OF
PAYOUT HAD  SLOTS FOR PARTICIPATING TEAMS )N  ALL THOSE TEAMS WERE FROM !1
CONFERENCES )N FACT NO SYSTEM TO ACHIEVE A NATIONAL CHAMPION CAN SUCCEED
WITHOUT THE PARTICIPATION OF THE MAJOR FOOTBALL POWERS AND THE !1 CONFERENCES OF
WHICH THEY ARE MEMBERS AND NO PARTICIPATION WILL BE FORTHCOMING IF THESE
INSTITUTIONS AND CONFERENCES REAP LESS FINANCIALLY THAN THEY COULD NEGOTIATE ON THEIR
OWN
5NDER "#3 RULES IN EFFECT THROUGH  EACH !1 CONFERENCE WAS GUARANTEED ONE
TEAM IN A "#3 BOWL BUT COULD HAVE NO MORE THAN TWO 4HE PAYOUT FOR THE SECOND
TEAM WAS SUBSTANTIALLY LESS THAN THAT FOR THE FIRST TEAM )N  THE "#3 BOWL
PAYOUT WAS  THE PAYOUT FOR A SECOND CONFERENCE TEAM WAS 
!S ) WRITE THIS THE &"3 CONFERENCES ARE CONSIDERING ANOTHER ROUND OF CHANGES TO
THE "#3 AND THE &"3 FOOTBALL POST SEASON ! 0LUS/NE ONE ADDITIONAL GAME TO BE
PLAYED AFTER THE "#3 BOWLS BETWEEN TWO OF THE WINNING "#3 BOWL TEAMS	 AND
VARIOUS FOURGAME PLAYOFF PROPOSALS ARE BEING DISCUSSED
TAKEN )T IS VERY UNLIKELY THAT A PROPOSAL WILL BE ADOPTED IF OPPOSED BY A CONFERENCE WHOSE PARTICIPATION IS
NECESSARY FOR A POST SEASON TO WORK IN OTHER WORDS THE !1 CONFERENCES	 AS ANY CONFERENCE CAN WITHDRAW FROM
THE "#3 IF IT BELIEVES A DECISION IS COUNTER TO THE BEST INTEREST OF ITS MEMBERS
!1 STATUS IS BEING
 &ROM THE BOWL SYSTEM TO THE "#3 THESE BOWLS HAVE PROVIDED MUCH LARGER PAYOUTS TO PARTICIPATING
TEAMS 3EE #HRIS 'REENBERG  #HRIS 3PURLOCK "OWL 'AME 0AYOUTS -AP -ONEY %ARNED )N  "#3 AND
/THER &OOTBALL "OWLS ).&/'2!0()#	 (5&&).'4/. 0/34 *AN   HTTPWWWHUFFINGTONPOSTCOM
BOWLGAMEPAYOUTSMAPBCS?N?HTML ;HEREINAFTER 'REENBERG  3PURLOCK= SEE ALSO
0ERLMAN SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT THE PAYOUT FOR THE  ,AS 6EGAS "OWL WAS  PER TEAM WHILE
THE PAYOUT FOR  "#3 BOWLS WAS  MILLION	
 "RETT -C-URPHY *IM $ELANY 7ARNS .ON!1 ,EAGUES $ONgT %XPECT -ORE 4HAN 9OUgRE 'ETTING
!/,.%73 $EC   HTTPWWWAOLNEWSCOMJIMDELANYWARNSNONAQLEAGUESDONTEXPECT
MORETHANYOURE
 'REENBERG  3PURLOCK SUPRA NOTE 
 0ERLMAN SUPRA NOTE  AT n
 0ERLMAN SUPRA NOTE  AT n
 4HE TWOTEAM LIMIT HAS A NARROW EXCEPTION THAT APPLIES IF TWO NONCONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP TEAMS
END UP RANKED  AND 
 3EE "#3 3ELECTION 0ROCEDURES "#3 HTTPWWWBCSFOOTBALLORGNEWSSTORYID LAST UPDATED
*ULY    0-	 FOR A FULL SET OF THE "#3 RULES
 3EE 'REENBERG  3PURLOCK SUPRA NOTE  &ROM THE TIME OF THIS PUBLICATION THERE ARE TWO YEARS STILL
REMAINING ON THE "#3 CURRENT ARRANGEMENT
 3EE -ATT -URSCHEL !RIZONA 3TATE 0RESIDENT 0USHING FOR %IGHTTEAM 0LAYOFF /2,!.$/ 3%.4).%, &EB
 	 HTTPARTICLESORLANDOSENTINELCOMSPORTSOSARIZONASTATEPRESIDENTPLAYOFF?
?PLAYOFFFEVERCONFERENCECOMMISSIONERSPAC *OE 3CHAD  !NDREA !DELSON "IG 4EN %XPLORING &OUR4EAM
0LAYOFF %30. &EB    0-	 HTTPESPNGOCOMCOLLEGEFOOTBALLSTORY?IDBIGTEN
CONSIDERINGFOURTEAMPLAYOFFFORMATAMIDBCSSCRUTINY *ERRY (INNEN .EBRASKA #HANCELLOR 3AYS 0RESIDENTS
#OULD 6ETO &OUR4EAM 0LAYOFF FOR 0LUS/NE #"330/243#/- -AY    0-	 HTTPWWWCBSSPORTS
COMCOLLEGEFOOTBALLBLOGEYEONCOLLEGEFOOTBALLNEBRASKACHANCELLORSAYSPRESIDENTSCOULDVETO
FOURTEAMPLAYOFFFORPLUSONE
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ELIMINATED AND THERE IS DISCUSSION THAT CONFERENCES MAY HAVE AS MANY "#3 BOWL
TEAMS AS THE "#3 BOWL BOARDS CHOOSE TO SELECT %LIMINATING CONFERENCE !1S IS
PARTLY A RESPONSE TO THE SPATE OF CONFERENCE REALIGNMENTS THAT OCCURRED IN 
4HESE CONFERENCE MOVES WERE MOTIVATED BY TEAMS IN NON!1 CONFERENCES SEEKING
TO GET INTO !1 CONFERENCES WHERE THE MONEY IS MUCH MORE SIGNIFICANT AND THERE
IS ENHANCED ABILITY TO RECRUIT
4HE NON!1 CONFERENCES WERE VOCAL IN ATTACKING WHAT THEY SAW AS UNFAIRNESS IN
THE "#3 SYSTEM
7ITH !1 CONFERENCE STATUS ELIMINATED A LIKELY RESULT
IS THAT THE "#3 BOWLS WILL CONCENTRATE THEIR SELECTIONS ON HISTORIC FOOTBALL POWERS
FROM !1 CONFERENCES -ORE MAJOR "#3 BOWL BERTHS WILL GO TO TEAMS FROM THESE
CONFERENCES FOR THE SAME REASONS THAT PRIOR TO  THESE TEAMS WERE THE ONES THAT
THE MAJOR BOWLS SELECTED /FF THE PERFORMANCE OF 3%# TEAMS IN THE PAST FEW YEARS
ONE MIGHT PROJECT THAT THE 3%# REGULARLY WILL HAVE TWO OR EVEN THREE TEAMS IN "#3
BOWLS 4HE 2OSE "OWL NO DOUBT WILL REVERT TO FORM AND SELECT ITS TEAMS FROM THE
0!# AND "IG 4EN
 *OINED TO THEIR VOICES WERE MEMBERS OF #ONGRESS AND STATE
OFFICIALS LED BY 3ENATOR /RIN (ATCH 2 5TAH HALING FROM A STATE WHERE UNIVERSITIES
WITH COMPETITIVE TEAMS WERE IN NON!1 CONFERENCES
 !NDREA !DELSON "YE "YE !1 3TATUS %30.#/- !PR   9ET OTHER PROPOSALS INVOLVE PLAYING
THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP EARLIER IN THE CALENDAR YEAR AND INCREASING TO SEVEN THE NUMBER OF WINS NEEDED TO
QUALIFY FOR A BOWL GAME +EVIN ,INCOLN ! 3UDDEN 0ATH TO A #OLLEGE &OOTBALL 0LAYOFF 7!,, 34 * &EB  	
HTTPBLOGSWSJCOMDAILYFIXBIGTENCOLLEGEFOOTBALLPLAYOFFSUDDENLYREALISTIC
)T IS DIFFICULT TO PROJECT WITH
 3EE EG $ENNIS $ODD $ELANY -AKES 0OSTSEASON 0ROPOSAL #"330/243#/- .OV    !-	
HTTPDENNISDODDBLOGSCBSSPORTSCOMMCCBLOGSENTRY
 3EE EG 3TEWART -ANDEL )N 2EALIGNMENT #IRCUS $ESPERATE "IG %AST 7ILL ,IKELY ,OSE !1 3TATUS 3)#/-
/CT    0-	 HTTPSPORTSILLUSTRATEDCNNCOMWRITERSSTEWART?MANDELBIGEAST
AUTOMATICQUALIFIERSTATUSINDEXHTML ;HEREINAFTER )N 2EALIGNMENT #IRCUS= )LIANA ,IMN #ONFERENCE %XPANSION
(ISTORY 3HOWS -ANY 4WISTS AND 4URNS ,IKELY "EFORE #OLLEGE &OOTBALL 2EALIGNMENT IS 3ETTLED /2,!.$/ 3%.4).%,
*UNE   HTTPBLOGSORLANDOSENTINELCOMSPORTS?COLLEGE?UCFCONFERENCEEXPANSIONHISTORY
SHOWSMANYTWISTSANDTURNSLIKELYBEFORECOLLEGEFOOTBALLREALIGNMENTISSETTLEDHTML 2YAN -C'EE 4HE 2ISE
OF .#!! 3UPER #ONFERENCES %30. .OV  	 HTTPESPNGOCOMCOLLEGESPORTSSTORY?IDNCAA
RISESUPERCONFERENCEIMPACTCOLLEGEATHLETICSESPNMAGAZINE #ONFERENCE REALIGNMENTS CONTINUE -EMPHIS
JUST FORMALLY JOINED THE "IG %AST #ONFERENCE 3EE ,INCOLN SUPRA NOTE 
 3EE EG -ATTHEW -C'OWAN (ISTORY OF #ONFERENCE 2EALIGNMENT $RAMA #OMES $OWN TO 'ROWING 46
-ONEY    !ND .OT "EING ,EFT /UT ,5""/#+ /.,).% /CT  	 HTTPLUBBOCKONLINECOMLOCALNEWS
BIGPRESIDENTSSEEKBESTSTUDENTSINSTITUTIONSAMIDREALIGNMENTUNCERTAINTY -ICHAEL 3MITH  *OHN
/URLAND !## %XPANSION 7ILL 0AY /FF IN .EW 46 $EAL 30/243 "53 * $!),9 &EB  	
HTTPWWWSPORTSBUSINESSDAILYCOM*OURNAL)SSUES#OLLEGES!##46ASPX
 3EE )N 2EALIGNMENT #IRCUS SUPRA NOTE  4HEY ALSO WERE MOTIVATED BY SCHOOLS IN !1 CONFERENCES
PERCEIVED TO BE hBUCKLINGv "IG  "IG %AST	 SEEKING TO FIND MORE STABLE HOMES 0ATRICK 2ISHE7EST 6IRGINIAgS
 -ILLION 3ETTLEMENT IS 4EXTBOOK #ASE OF #OASE 4HEOREM &/2"%3 &EB    !-	 HTTPWWWFORBES
COMSITESPRISHEWESTVIRGINIASMILLIONBIGEASTSETTLEMENTISTEXTBOOKEXAMPLEOFCOASE
THEOREM
 4HE -OUNTAIN 7EST AND "OISE 3TATE 5NIVERSITY RETAINED AN ANTITRUST LAWYER TO REPRESENT THEIR INTERESTS
3EE #RAIG (ARRIS 3YSTEM &ACES ,EGAL 3HOWDOWN 4(% !2):/.! 2%05",)# /CT   AT ! ;HEREINAFTER 3YSTEM
&ACES ,EGAL 3HUTDOWN=
 -ARK 3HURTLEFF 5TAHS ATTORNEY GENERAL HAS THREATENED TO FILE A LAWSUIT ALLEGING THAT THE "#3 VIOLATES
THE 3HERMAN !CT 3EE EG #RAIG (ARRIS 5TAH !' ,IKELY "#3 3UIT (ELPED 4(% !2):/.! 2%05",)# $EC  
AT " AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWAZCENTRALCOMARIZONAREPUBLICLOCALARTICLESUTAHATTORNEY
GENERALBOISESTATEEXCLUSIONBOLSTERSBCSLAWSUITHTML
 3EE EG ,EE $AVIDSON 3ENATOR /RRIN (ATCH ,AUNCHES .EW !TTACKS ON "#3 $%3%2%4 .%73 -AR 
  !-	 HTTPWWWDESERETNEWSCOMARTICLE3ENATOR/RRIN(ATCHLAUNCHESNEWATTACKS
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CERTAINTY THE NET EFFECT TO NON!1 CONFERENCES IF CONFERENCES MAY HAVE MORE THAN
TWO TEAMS SELECTED FOR "#3 BOWLS /NE PREDICTABLE RESULT WOULD BE THAT MAJOR
FOOTBALL POWERS IN THE !1 CONFERENCES WOULD DISPLACE OPPORTUNITIES FOR NON!1
CONFERENCE SCHOOLS !N OFFSETTING POSSIBILITY HOWEVER IS THAT A RANKED NON!1
TEAM MIGHT GET A BERTH THAT OTHERWISE WOULD GO TO A TEAM FROM AN !1 CONFERENCE
WHOSE TEAM WAS SELECTED ONLY BECAUSE "#3 RULES REQUIRED IT
# &ROM 7HENCE #OMETH THE "IG "UCKS
5NDER "#3 RULES AN !1 CONFERENCE GOT APPROXIMATELY  OR  MILLION THROUGH
MEMBER TEAM "#3 BOWL PARTICIPATION &OR A  TEAM CONFERENCE THE PAYOUT WAS
AROUND  MILLION PER SCHOOL !LTHOUGH THIS IS NOT PEANUTS n AND IN ANY EVENT
EVERY LITTLE PEANUT HELPS n IT PALES IN COMPARISON TO THE DIFFERENCE IN REVENUES FROM
MEDIA CONTRACTS BETWEEN "#3 AND NON"#3 CONFERENCES
4HE LATEST ROUND OF "#3 CONFERENCE MEDIA CONTRACTS BEGAN WITH THE "IG 
#ONFERENCE WITH TEN TEAMS	 NEGOTIATING A DEAL WITH &OX 3PORTS REPORTEDLY WORTH
ABOUT  MILLION ANNUALLY
ON"#3HTML 7HEN 3ENATOR (ATCH FIRST CHALLENGED THE OPERATION OF THE "#3 BOTH THE 5NIVERSITY OF 5TAH AND
"95 WERE IN NON"#3 CONFERENCES 3INCE THAT TIME 5TAH WITH #OLORADO JOINED THE 0!#  MAKING IT THE
0!#
4OGETHER WITH ITS  MILLION !"#%30. DEAL THE "IG
 "ECAUSE OF THIS THERE MAY BE PUSHBACK TO ELIMINATING THE TWOTEAM LIMIT FROM !1 CONFERENCES SUCH
AS THE "IG %AST AND !## WHOSE MEMBERS CURRENTLY MAY NOT BE AS ATTRACTIVE TO BOWL BOARDS AS ARE SEVERAL TEAMS
IN THE 3%# "IG 4EN AND 0!# #ONFERENCE REALIGNMENT MAY RESPOND TO THIS
 3EE 'REENBERG  3PURLOCK SUPRA NOTE 
 4HERE ARE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH TRAVELING TO A BOWL HOUSING TEAM AND OFFICIAL PARTY AND PARTICIPATION
IN BOWL WEEK EVENTS 4HESE REDUCE THE PAYOUT ACTUALLY DERIVED 3EE -ATT "AKER 4RAVEL 5NSOLD 4ICKETS ,EAD TO
-ANY 3CHOOLS 4AKING A ,OSS ON "OWL 'AMES 45,3! 7/2,$ *UNE    !-	 HTTPWWWTULSAWORLD
COMSPORTSEXTRAARTICLEASPXSUBJECTIDARTICLEID??"?#54,). )N ADDITION
CONFERENCE PAYOUT FORMULAS ALSO DO NOT ALWAYS DIVIDE 46 REVENUES EQUALLY AMONG ALL SCHOOLS 3EE INFRA NOTE 
 4HE "IG %AST MEDIA CONTRACTS TRAIL THE OTHER !1 CONFERENCES SO MUCH SO THAT THE NON!1 #ONFERENCE
53! DISTRIBUTES MORE 3EE INFRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 "ERRY 4RAMEL "IG  %XPANSION !NSWERING 1UESTIONS !FTER $E,OSS $ODDS 3PEAKS "%229 42!-%,3 ",/'
&EB    0-	 HTTPBLOGNEWSOKCOMBERRYTRAMELBIGEXPANSIONANSWERING
QUESTIONSAFTERDELOSSDODDSSPEAKS ;HEREINAFTER 4RAMEL= 4HERE ARE TWO CAVEATS TO THE DISCUSSION OF MEDIA
CONTRACTS &IRST THE AVERAGE PER SCHOOL ANNUAL TAKE ASSUMES THAT DISTRIBUTIONS ARE MADE EQUALLY TO ALL CONFERENCE
MEMBER SCHOOLS 4HIS IS NOT ALWAYS THE CASE 3EE INFRA NOTE  DISCUSSING #ONFERENCE 53! DISTRIBUTION	
3ECOND MONEY AMOUNTS OF CONFERENCE MEDIA DEALS ARE FREQUENTLY CONFIDENTIAL 3EE EG %MAIL FROM $AVID
&LORES "IG  !SSISTANT #OMMR FORWARD TO *OSEPHINE *O	 2 0OTUTO 0ROFESSOR OF ,AW 5NIV OF .EB #OLL OF
,AW &EB    !-	 ON FILE WITH AUTHOR	 4HE NUMBERS REPORTED COME FROM VARIOUS MEDIA
ESTIMATES 4HE "IG  DEAL FOR EXAMPLE HAS ALSO BEEN REPORTED AS WORTH  MILLION ANNUALLY PER SCHOOL SEE
$AVE #URTIS "IG  !NNOUNCES "LOCKBUSTER 4ELEVISION $EAL WITH &OX 30/24).'.%73 !PR  	
HTTPAOLSPORTINGNEWSCOMNCAAFOOTBALLSTORYBIGANNOUNCESBLOCKBUSTERTELEVISIONDEAL
WITHFOX OR  MILLION ANNUALLY PER SCHOOL SEE -ICHAEL ,ORENZEN 3AN $IEGO 3TATE 4AKES #ALCULATED 2ISK
*OINING "IG %AST "53 #/,, 30/243 $EC  	 HTTPBUSINESSOFCOLLEGESPORTSCOMSANDIEGO
STATETAKESCALCULATEDRISKJOININGBIGEAST ;HEREINAFTER ,ORENZEN= OR  TO  MILLION ANNUALLY PER SCHOOL
*ONATHAN 7OO "IG  &OX !GREE TO 46 $EAL 4(% (/2. !PR  	 HTTPWWWREADTHEHORNCOM
SPORTSBIG?XII?FOX?AGREE?TO?TV?DEAL REPORTING THAT THE 5NIVERSITY OF 4EXAS ADDITIONALLY WILL DERIVE
REVENUES OF  MILLION ANNUALLY FROM THE ,ONGHORN .ETWORK	 3OME OF THE DISCREPANCY MAY COME FROM
WHETHER THE REPORTS FOCUS EXCLUSIVELY ON THE &OX DEAL OR ON THE TOTAL "IG  MEDIA TAKE
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 ANNUAL MEDIA TAKE IS  MILLION OR  MILLION PER SCHOOL	 4HE !##S
NEW CONTRACT IS WORTH  MILLION ANNUALLY MORE THAN  MILLION FOR 
SCHOOLS	 4HE 0!#S NEW DEAL IS WORTH MORE THAN  BILLION OVER  YEARS
MORE THAN  MILLION ANNUALLY PER SCHOOL	 4HE 3%# IS SET TO RENEGOTIATE ITS
MEDIA CONTRACTS CURRENTLY PAYING OUT AT  MILLION PER SCHOOL ON THE ENTRY OF
-ISSOURI AND 4EXAS !- 4HE "IG 4ENS CURRENT MEDIA DEAL IS WORTH  MILLION
ANNUALLY NO DOUBT IT ALSO WILL INCREASE 4HE "IG %AST #ONFERENCE CURRENTLY HAS THE
SMALLEST MEDIA DEAL OF THE "#3 CONFERENCES 9ET ITS PAYOUT OF APPROXIMATELY 
MILLION PER FOOTBALL SCHOOL STILL IS MORE THAN THAT OF THE NON!1 -OUNTAIN 7EST
AND ON A PAR WITH THE NON!1 #ONFERENCE 53!
4HOSE CRITICIZING THE PREFERRED NATION STATUS OF "#3 !1 CONFERENCES SEEM TO
BELIEVE THAT THEIR STATUS AS !1S IS WHAT GIVES THEM LEVERAGE TO NEGOTIATE HUGE MEDIA
CONTRACTS OR TO FORM THEIR OWN NETWORKS	 4HIS IS EXACTLY BACKWARDS 4HE !1
CONFERENCES DO NOT DERIVE THEIR MEDIA CLOUT FROM BEING "#3 !1S 2ATHER THEY ARE
"#3 !1S BECAUSE THEIR MEMBERS INCLUDE THE BIG TRADITIONAL FOOTBALL POWERS THAT
FANS WANT TO WATCH "IG MEDIA CONTRACTS FOLLOW AS NATURALLY AS THE NIGHT THE DAY
III.  The FBS Post Season, Playoff or Not 
4HERE ARE CONSTITUENCIES THAT FAVOR EACH POST SEASON FORMATTRADITIONAL BOWL
SYSTEM THE "#3 A 0LUS/NE OR A PLAYOFF 7HATEVER THE FORMAT HOWEVER POST
SEASON &"3 FOOTBALL SHOULD ENCOMPASS CERTAIN FEATURES 0RIME AMONG THEM IS THAT
NO FORMAT SHOULD INCREASE THE NUMBER OF COMPETITIONS FROM THE CURRENT SYSTEM
 3EE 4RAMEL SUPRA NOTE  4HE !"#%30. DEAL MAY BE RENEGOTIATED BEFORE ITS ENDS AS SCHEDULED IN
 )D
 3EE ,ORENZEN SUPRA NOTE  .EW MEMBERS 0ITTSBURG AND 3YRACUSE WILL REDUCE THE PERSCHOOL TAKE
 *OHN 4AYLOR 0AC /FFICIALLY !NNOUNCES @,ANDMARK -EDIA $EAL ."# 30/243 -AY   
0-	 HTTPCOLLEGEFOOTBALLTALKNBCSPORTSCOMPACOFFICIALLYANNOUNCESLANDMARKMEDIADEAL
 3EE *ERRY (INNEN 3%# 0AYING /UT 2ECORD  -ILLION TO -EMBERS #"33PORTSCOM &EB  
 0-	 HTTPEYEONCOLLEGEFOOTBALLBLOGSCBSSPORTSCOMMCCBLOGSENTRY
 *ERRY (INNEN #AN THE 3%# 2ENEGOTIATE )TS 46 #ONTACTS OR .OT #"330/243#/- *ULY   
0-	 HTTPWWWCBSSPORTSCOMMCCBLOGSENTRY
 ,ORENZEN SUPRA NOTE 
 ,ORENZEN SUPRA NOTE 
 4HE -OUNTAIN 7EST DEAL REPORTEDLY REAPS  MILLION ANNUALLY FOR THE ENTIRE CONFERENCE MDAK
7HY THE %ND OF THE !1 -AY .OT 3AVE THE -7# AND #53! FROM THE "IG %AST -/5.4!). 7 #/..%#4)/.
.OV    0- 034	 HTTPWWWMWCCONNECTIONCOMWHYTHEENDOFTHEAQ
MAYNOTSAVETHEMWCCUSAFROMTHEBIGEAST 4HE -OUNTAIN 7EST MEDIA DEAL PAYS OUT APPROXIMATELY 
MILLION PER INSTITUTION ANNUALLY ,ORENZEN SUPRA NOTE 
 #ONFERENCE 53! HAD MEDIA REVENUES OF JUST UNDER  MILLION IN  $ISTRIBUTION RANGED FROM
APPROXIMATELY  MILLION 4ULANE	 TO  MILLION %ASTERN #AROLINA	 *OHN % (OOVER !LL !BOUT THE -ONEY
45,3! 7/2,$ -AR    !-	 HTTPWWWTULSAWORLDCOMARTICLEIMAGESBGRAPHICTABLE
JPG
 3EE GENERALLY -C'EE SUPRA NOTE  DISCUSSING THE NEGOTIATING POWER THAT THE !1 SCHOOLS AND
CONFERENCES HAVE AS A RESULT OF THEIR HISTORIES	 SEE ALSO &RANK &ITZPATRICK 46 -ONEY IS 3TILL $RIVING &ORCE IN
#OLLEGIATE 3PORTS 0ANEL &INDS 0(),! ).15)2%2 .OV   HTTPARTICLESPHILLYCOMSPORTS
??KNIGHTCOMMISSIONCONFERENCESLAWSCHOOLS
 7),,)!- 3(!+%30%!2% (!-,%4 ACT  SC  LINE  7ITH APOLOGIES TO 7ILL
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! 4IME 4IMING AND 3TUDENT!THLETES
&ROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF STUDENTATHLETE WELLBEING WHAT MOST MATTERS IN POST
SEASON IS THE NUMBER OF GAMES THAT ARE PLAYED AND WHEN 4HESE IMPACT STUDENT
ATHLETE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE THEIR HEALTH AND OVERALL WELLBEING AND THEIR
OPPORTUNITY TO WELL JUST BE STUDENTS
 !CADEMIC 0ERFORMANCE
/NE CRITICAL COMPONENT OF ANY NEW ITERATION OF THE &"3 FOOTBALL POST SEASON
CERTAINLY FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE FACULTY AT &"3 SCHOOLS IS THAT THERE BE NO
INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF GAMES PLAYED
.O ONE CLAIMS THAT EVERY FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETE GOES TO COLLEGE TO GET AN
EDUCATION OR THAT EDUCATIONAL INTERESTS ARE A PRIORITY FOR ALL OF THEM "UT MOST
FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES KEEP UP WITH THEIR CLASSWORK MOST SEEK TO DO MORE THAN
JUST GET BY AND SOME EXCEL INCLUDING THE MOST TALENTED ATHLETICALLY &OUR MEMBERS
OF THE  .&, SUPER BOWL TEAMS FOR EXAMPLE WERE .ATIONAL &OOTBALL &OUNDATION
SCHOLAR ATHLETES
&OOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES SHOULD HAVE
SPACE AND TIME AND OPPORTUNITY TO CONCENTRATE ON THEIR ACADEMIC WORK

!  STUDY OF STUDENTATHLETE INSEASONOUTOFSEASON ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE
FOUND THAT THEY PERFORM LEAST WELL ACADEMICALLY IN SEASON THE $IVISION )
COMPONENT INVOLVED  UNIVERSITIES AND A COMPARISON OF TERM BY TERM GRADES OF
MORE THAN  FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES OVER A FOUR YEAR PERIOD $IVISION )
SPORTS WITH THE MOST SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES WERE THOSE SUCH AS FOOTBALL FOOTBALL
STUDENTATHLETES PERFORMED hSIGNIFICANTLY LESS WELLv	 WITH THE GREATEST TIME
DEMANDS IN SEASON 4HE STUDENTS MOST AFFECTED HAD THE LOWEST ENTERING '0!S AND
STANDARDIZED TEST SCORES 4HE EFFECT OF INSEASON COMPETITION ON FOOTBALL STUDENT
ATHLETE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE MAY BE UNDERSTATED MOREOVER AS THEY TAKE FEWER
CREDITS IN SEASON
!LTHOUGH THE DIFFERENCE IN AND OUT OF SEASON IN THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF
STUDENTATHLETES IS SIGNIFICANT FOR FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES IT STILL IS COMPARATIVELY
 3EE ! &!2 3TATEMENT SUPRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTE 
 %LI -ANNING "ECOMES THE &IRST .&& .ATIONAL 3CHOLAR!THLETE
TO 1UARTERBACK 4WO 3UPER "OWL #HAMPIONSHIP 4EAMS .!4, &//4"!,, &/5.$ &EB  	 HTTPWWW
FOOTBALLFOUNDATIONORGNFFSTORYMONDAYSCHALKTALKFEBRUARY
 "RIANNA - 3COTT ET AL )N3EASON VS /UTOF3EASON !CADEMIC 0ERFORMANCE OF #OLLEGE 3TUDENT!THLETES 
* ).4%2#/,,%')!4% 30/243   	 ;HEREAFTER #OLLEGE 3TUDENT !CADEMIC 0ERFORMANCE=
 )D AT    4
 )D AT  4 4HE STUDY DID NOT BREAK OUT &"3 FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES FROM THOSE IN THE &OOTBALL
#HAMPIONSHIP SUBDIVISION
 )D AT 
 )D AT   3EE 4OM 0ASKUS 3TUDY 0ROBES 4IME !LLOTMENTS #(!-0)/. 3PRING  AT  AVAILABLE
AT HTTPVIEWERZMAGSCOMPUBLICATIONFDABFDAB 3EASONAL EFFECTS OCCURRED ACROSS ALL THREE
.#!! DIVISIONS AND SPANNED MOST SPORTS
 #OLLEGE 3TUDENT !CADEMIC 0ERFORMANCE SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 )D AT 
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SMALL .ONETHELESS IT OCCURS IN A SPORT WITH THE SECOND LOWEST !02 OF ALL COLLEGIATE
SPORTS AND WITH GRADUATION RATES THAT AT MOST INSTITUTIONS TRAIL THOSE OF MALE AND
MALE MINORITY STUDENTS -ALE STUDENTATHLETES RECOGNIZE THE DETRIMENTAL EFFECT OF
ATHLETICS PERFORMANCE ON THEIR OVERALL ACADEMIC SUCCESS AND THEY ATTRIBUTE THE
REQUIRED DEMANDS OF ATHLETIC PARTICIPATION AS PRIME REASON FOR NOT SPENDING MORE
TIME ON THEIR STUDIES
"ECAUSE THE DETRIMENTAL EFFECT OF INSEASON COMPETITION ON ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE IS DUE TO HIGH INSEASON ATHLETICS DEMANDS AN INCREASED NUMBER OF
COMPETITIONS LIKELY WILL EXAGGERATE THIS OUTCOME PARTICULARLY IF THE EXTRA GAMES ARE
CHAMPIONSHIP GAMES PLAYED CLOSE TO OR EVEN DURING EXAMS OR WHEN STUDENTS HAVE
PAPER AND GROUP PROJECT DEADLINES %VEN WERE FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES TO DEVOTE NO
LESS TIME TO CLASSWORK DURING FOOTBALL POST SEASON THEIR FOCUS MAY BE ADVERSELY
AFFECTED )T LIKELY IS HARDEST ON THOSE STUDENTATHLETES ON WHOM MUCH ATTENTION IS
HEAPED BECAUSE THEY ARE CONSIDERED PLAYMAKERS OR BECAUSE THEY PLAY KEY POSITIONS
3CHOOLWORK AND CLASS TIME PALE IN COMPARISON TO THE EXCITEMENT OF BIG GAMES )T IS
NOT EASY TO hCOME DOWNv FROM A GREAT WIN OR TO ADJUST TO A BAD LOSS !CADEMIC
PERFORMANCE PREDICTABLY MAY TAKE A HIT
$ISTRIBUTION OF EFFECTS ON ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE LIKELY FALLS
MOST SEVERELY ON THOSE STUDENTATHLETES WHO ENTERED THEIR UNIVERSITIES WITH THE
LOWEST PREDICTORS %VEN FOR HIGH PERFORMING &"3 FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES HOWEVER
AN IMPACT ON ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE MAY TAKE ITS TOLL IN ACHIEVING GRADES THAT
PERMIT THEM TO GO ON TO GRADUATE SCHOOL OR TO PURSUE PROFESSIONAL CAREERS
 )D
 3EE .#!! .!4)/.!, !.$ 30/24'2/50 !02 !6%2!'%3 42%.$3 !.$ 0%.!,4)%3 AT  	
AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWNCAACOMCONTENTNCAAAPRREPORT REPORTING THAT $IVISION ) FOOTBALL HAS THE
SECOND LOWEST !02 JUST ABOVE -ENS "ASKETBALL	 SEE ALSO #OLLEGE 3TUDENT !CADEMIC 0ERFORMANCE SUPRA NOTE
 AT 
 4HIS IS NOT UNIVERSALLY TRUE !T SOME &"3 INSTITUTIONS THE GRADUATION RATES OF FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES
REGULARLY MEET THOSE OF MALE STUDENTS AT THEIR INSTITUTIONS AND AS DO THE GRADUATION RATES OF MINORITY FOOTBALL
STUDENTATHLETES COMPARED TO MINORITY MALE STUDENTS !T THE 5NIVERSITY OF .EBRASKA IN FOUR OF THE LAST SIX YEARS
FOR CLASSES OF n TO n REPORTED IN  TO 	 !FRICAN!MERICAN FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES
GRADUATED AT HIGHER RATES THAN !FRICAN !MERICAN STUDENTS NATIONALLY AND AT .EBRASKA IN ANOTHER YEAR THE
DIFFERENCE IN GRADUATION RATES AT .EBRASKA WAS ONE PERCENT 4HE GRADUATION RATE NATIONALLY FOR ALL MALE STUDENTS
SITS AT AROUND  PERCENT .EBRASKA FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES MET OR EXCEEDED  PERCENT GRADUATION RATES IN
FOUR OF THE SIX YEARS 3EE 5NIVERSITY OF .EBRASKA,INCOLN !THLETICS $EPARTMENT 'RADUATION 2ATE 3TATISTICS #LASS
OF n TO #LASS n ON FILE WITH AUTHOR	
 *OSEPHINE 2 0OTUTO  *AMES /(ANLON 3TUDY .ATIONAL 3TUDY OF 3TUDENT !THLETES 2EGARDING 4HEIR
%XPERIENCES AS #OLLEGE 3TUDENTS  	 AVAILABLE AT WWWNCAAORGLIBRARYRESEARCHSTUDENTATHLETE?
EXPERIENCES ;HEREINAFTER &ULL .ATIONAL 3TUDY= -ORE THAN  PERCENT OF THE MALE RESPONDENTS BELIEVED THAT THEIR
'0! WOULD HAVE BEEN HIGHER HAD THEY NOT PARTICIPATED IN ATHLETICS A SLIGHTLY HIGHER PERCENTAGE  PERCENT	 OF
MALE ATHLETES IN REVENUE SPORTS FELT THAT WAY )D AT  &OR MORE INFORMATION ON STUDENTATHLETE ALLOCATION OF





 &ULL .ATIONAL 3TUDY SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT NEARLY  PERCENT SPENT LESS TIME THAN THEY
WANTED NEARLY  PERCENT OF THESE SAID REQUIRED ATHLETICS PARTICIPATION WAS THE REASON	 -ALE STUDENTATHLETES IN
REVENUE SPORTS WERE LESS DISSATISFIED  PERCENT SPENT LESS TIME THAN THEY WANTED	 )D AT 
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4HE EFFECT IS EXACERBATED IF AS REASONABLE TO PREDICT FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES
DEVOTE EVEN MORE TIME TO WATCHING FILM AND STRENGTH TRAINING IN PREPARATION FOR
POST SEASON GAMES 2ESCHEDULING EXAMS CLASS PROJECTS OR PAPER DEADLINES ARE NOT
ALWAYS OPTIONS AS AT MOST UNIVERSITIES PROVIDING THESE OPTIONS IS IN THE DISCRETION
OF THE COURSE INSTRUCTOR )N ANY EVENT DELAY IN COMPLETING COURSEWORK MAY ITSELF
HAVE A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON PERFORMANCE
 (EALTH AND 3AFETY
3HOULD THERE BE AN INCREASE IN GAMES OR LENGTH OF SEASON AND CONCOMITANTLY AN
INCREASE IN PRACTICES THEN AN ADDITIONAL CONSEQUENCE IS THE INCREASED RISK OF INJURY
TO FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES .O DOUBT FOOTBALL IS A VIOLENT SPORT AND INJURIES ARE
PART OF THE GAME "UT MINIMIZING RISK OF INJURY IS A CRITICAL CONCERN FOR THE
INSTITUTIONS AT WHICH FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES ARE MATRICULATED AND FOR WHOM THEY
COMPETE 4HIS INTEREST ARISES OUT OF THE GOALS AND MISSION STATEMENT OF HIGHER
EDUCATION AND THE RESPONSIBILITY OF UNIVERSITIES TO PROTECT THE HEALTH AND SAFETY OF
THEIR STUDENTS )T ALSO IS SELFPROTECTIVE TO AVOID LIABILITY
&OOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES BY FAR HAVE THE HIGHEST COMPETITION INJURY RATE AMONG
.#!! STUDENTATHLETES AND THEY ARE SECOND ONLY TO WRESTLING IN PRACTICE INJURY
RATE !S A GENERAL RULE THE MAJOR &"3 FOOTBALL PROGRAMS RECRUIT TO THEIR
INSTITUTIONS THE MOST TALENTED READ FASTER BIGGER STRONGER	 OF EACH YEARS COHORT OF
HIGH SCHOOL AND JUNIOR COLLEGE STUDENTATHLETES 3TUDIES SHOW THAT THE STRONGER AND
FASTER THE ATHLETE THE HARDER THE HIT AND THE MORE LIKELIHOOD OF INJURY
 7HILE MANDATORY PLAYPRACTICE HOURS ARE LIMITED TO  HOURS PER WEEK AND  HOURS PER DAY IN SEASON
.#!! "9,!73 ART  	 STUDENTATHLETES MAY CHOOSE VOLUNTARILY TO DEVOTE MORE TIME 3EE .#!!
"9,!73 ARTS n 
4HAT BEING
 !CADEMIC -ISCONDUCT SUPRA NOTE  AT n
 4HERE ARE ADVANTAGES TO TAKING AN EXAM CLOSE TO THE COMPLETION OF COURSEWORK FOR EXAMPLE
 3EE EG +NAPP V .ORTHWESTERN 5NIV  &D  n TH #IR 	 CERT DENIED  53
 	 0AHULU V 5NIV OF +ANSAS  & 3UPP  n $ +AN 	 )N BOTH CASES THE
UNIVERSITIES BELIEVED THAT RISK OF INJURY TO STUDENTATHLETES WAS UNACCEPTABLY HIGH DESPITE THE STUDENTATHLETES
INTEREST IN COMPETING AND WILLINGNESS TO INDEMNIFY THE UNIVERSITY FROM LIABILITY )N BOTH CASES THE UNIVERSITIES
HONORED THE SCHOLARSHIP COMMITMENT PERMITTING THE STUDENTATHLETES TO CONTINUE IN SCHOOL
 .#!! )NJURY 3URVEILLANCE 0ROGRAM 3UMMARY .#!! 30/243 -%$)#).% (!.$"//+ n 
&IG 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWNCAAPUBLICATIONSCOMPSPORTSMEDICINEHANDBOOK
ASPX 4HIS RATE MEASURES THE NUMBER OF INJURIES AGAINST THE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL ATHLETES PARTICIPATING IN A
PRACTICE OR COMPETITION
 *ENNIFER - (OOTMAN ET AL %PIDEMIOLOGY OF #OLLEGIATE )NJURIES FOR  3PORTS 3UMMARY AND
2ECOMMENDATIONS FOR )NJURY 0REVENTION )NITIATIVES  * !4(,%4)# 42!).).'   	 0ART OF THE INCREASE
MAY BE DUE TO MORE ACCURATE REPORTING 3EE ID AT  BETTER AWARENESS AND DIAGNOSIS OF CONCUSSIONS MAY
CONTRIBUTE TO THE INCREASES IN REPORTED CONCUSSIONS	 3EE EG 4WO 4EXAS 0HYSICIANS $ISCUSS THE 2EWARDS OF
4REATING &OOTBALL !THLETES 4%8!3 -%$)#!, !33/#)!4)/. ).352!.#% 42534 &EB    0-	
HTTPWWWTMAITORGARTICLESANDINSIGHTSCASEINPOINTTEXASPHYSICIANSTREATFOOTBALLATHLETESUTM?SOURCE
.EWSLETTERUTM?MEDIUM%MAILUTM?TERM4OP3TORYUTM?CONTENT&OOTBALLUTM?CAMPAIGN/CTOBER.E
WSLETTER h/NE BIG CHANGE IN FOOTBALL    IS THE PLAYERS KEEP GETTING BIGGER AND FASTER 3O THE TYPES OF INJURIES ARE
EVOLVING 4HEY TEND TO BE SLIGHTLY INCREASING TO MORE HIGHPOWERED INJURIES AS TIME PASSESv	 "OB !DAMS 
&R£D£RIC $EPIESSE #HAPTER  3PECIFIC )NJURIES BY !NATOMIC 3ITE )!!& -%$)#!, -!.5!, HTTPWWWIAAFORG
MEDICALMANUALINDEXHTML EXPLAINING THAT ATHLETES RETURN TOO SOON AFTER AN ANKLE INJURY	 "UT SEE 3EAN $
4URBEVILLE ET AL 2ISK &ACTORS FOR )NJURY IN (IGH 3CHOOL &OOTBALL 0LAYERS  !- * 30/243-%$   	
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SO &"3 FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES COMPARATIVELY MAY BE AT MORE RISK OF INJURY THAN
&#3 FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES
4HERE ARE COMPETING DATA HOWEVER THAT SUGGEST THAT PLAYING TIME AND PRIOR
INJURY INCREASE RISK OF ADDITIONAL INJURY RATHER THAN MORE THAN	 SIZE AND SPEED
4HE DEVELOPING DATA ON CONCUSSIONS ALSO TENDS IN THE DIRECTION THAT THAT IT IS NOT
SIMPLY THE VIOLENCE OR LOCATION OF THE HIT THAT PREDICTS LATER SERIOUS REPERCUSSIONS
BUT THAT REPETITIVE HITS TAKE THEIR TOLL AND MAY EVEN BE A MORE DIRECT AND BETTER
CORRELATION /N THIS CALCULUS BOTH &"3 AND &#3 FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES ARE AT
INCREASED RISK OF INJURY AND LONG TERM CONCUSSIVE EFFECTS THE MORE GAMES THEY PLAY
THE LONGER THE SEASON AND THE MORE PRACTICES IN WHICH THEY PARTICIPATE %VEN WERE
DATA ULTIMATELY TO SHOW THAT SIZE AND SPEED ARE IRRELEVANT TO INJURY THEN DATA ON
PLAYING TIME STILL SHOULD SIGNAL CAUTION IN INCREASING THE NUMBER OF &"3 GAMES
 ,ET +IDS "E +IDS
$OUBTLESS &"3 AND &#3 FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES SHARE SOME OF THE SAME INJURY RISKS
AND TIME DEMANDS AND ARE SUBJECT TO SOME OF THE SAME ACADEMIC SCHEDULING
CONSTRAINTS )T IS LESS CLEAR THAT THEY ARE SUBJECT TO EQUIVALENT EXTERNAL PRESSURE TO
SUCCEED ON THE FIELD OR ARE SUBJECT TO EQUIVALENT NEGATIVE SCRUTINY FOR SUBPAR
PERFORMANCE #ERTAINLY THE MONEY AND MEDIA ATTENTION IS FOCUSED ON &"3 FOOTBALL
4HESE PROGRAMS INCLUDE THE BIGGEST SPENDING ATHLETICS DEPARTMENTS PRIME TARGETS
OF PUBLIC MEDIA AND GOVERNMENT CRITICISM
 2ESEARCH IS NEEDED TO DEMONSTRATE THIS AS THERE MAY BE OFFSETTING CONSIDERATIONS THAT COME WITH BEING
A MAJOR FOOTBALL PROGRAM SUCH AS CLOSER SCRUTINY TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH MEDICAL AND OTHER DIRECTIVES AND
BETTER EQUIPMENT TRAINING REGIMENS AND NUTRITIONAL GUIDANCE THAT MAY COME WITH BETTER FUNDING
 3EE 4URBEVILLE SUPRA NOTE  AT  h;)=NJURED PLAYERS WERE SIGNIFICANTLY OLDER BIGGER STRONGER MORE
EXPERIENCED   4HESE DIFFERENCES MIGHT SIMPLY REFLECT THE FACT THAT STRONGER AND MORE EXPERIENCED PLAYERS HAD
MORE PLAYING TIME AND THUS A GREATER OPPORTUNITY FOR INJURY    ,INEMAN WERE AT A THREEFOLD INCREASE RISK OF
KNEE INJURY COMPARED WITH ALL OTHER POSITIONSv	
 3EE 2OSS -ALONEY 5.# .EUROSCIENTISTS 4ACKLE (EAD 4RAUMA )SSUES IN &OOTBALL 0LAYERS 3#)%.#% ). 4(%
42)!.',% &EB    0-	 HTTPSCIENCEINTHETRIANGLEORGUNCNEUROSCIENTISTSTACKLEHEAD
TRAUMAISSUESINFOOTBALLPLAYERS DESCRIBING THE WORK OF +EVIN 'USKIEWICZ	 'USKIEWICZ WON A 
-AC!RTHUR &ELLOWSHIP 'REGORY #HILDRESS 5.# 0ROFESSOR 7INS 0RESTIGIOUS -AC!RTHUR &ELLOWSHIP 4(% (%2!,$
35. 3EPT    0-	 HTTPWWWHERALDSUNCOMVIEWFULL?STORYARTICLE5.#PROFESSOR
WINSPRESTIGIOUS-AC!RTHUR&ELLOWSHIP
 /FFSETTING THIS CONCLUSION ARE THAT ADVANCES IN MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE THAT PERMIT MORE INFORMED
DECISIONS REGARDING GAME RULES AND ATHLETE GAME PRACTICE AND PERFORMANCE TO MINIMIZE RISK OF INJURY BETTER
INFORMATION ON NUTRITION THAT INURES TO THE SAME EFFECT AND ADVANCES IN HOW TO TREAT INJURY
 4HE AVERAGE  ATHLETICS REVENUE FOR INSTITUTIONS IN THE &"3 IS  IN THE &OOTBALL
#HAMPIONSHIP 3UBDIVISION &#3	 IT IS  IN THE .ON&OOTBALL 3UBDIVISION .&3	 IT IS 
3EE 2%0/24 n .#!! $)6)3)/. ) ).4%2#/,,%')!4% !4(,%4)#3 02/'2!-3 2%0/24 2%6%.5%3 !.$
%80%.3%3 AT  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWNCAAPUBLICATIONSCOMPRODUCTDOWNLOADS2EV%XPPDF
-EDIAN  EXPENSES RESPECTIVELY ARE   AND  )D 4HE LARGEST  REVENUE
OF ANY COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY IS  IN THE &"3  IN THE &#3 AND  IN THE .&3 )D
AT  3EE %RIC #RAWFORD @! .ATIONAL "REAKING 0OINT -OST 5NIVERSITIES (ELP 0AY FOR !THLETICS "UT AS "UDGETS
4IGHTEN )TS 5NCLEAR (OW ,ONG )T 7ILL ,AST 4(% #/52)%2 */52.!, $EC  	
 *OSEPHINE 2 0OTUTO 4HE .#!! 2ULES !DOPTION )NTERPRETATION %NFORCEMENT AND )NFRACTIONS 0ROCESSES
4HE ,AWS 4HAT 2EGULATE 4HEM AND THE .ATURE OF #OURT 2EVIEW  6!.$ * %.4  4%#( ,!7   	
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!N ADDITIONAL ISSUE WITH ANY NEW &"3 POST SEASON FORMAT IS WHETHER IT EXTENDS
FURTHER INTO THE SECOND SEMESTER THAN DOES THE CURRENT "#3 SCHEDULE 4HERE WAS A
TIME WHEN COLLEGE FOOTBALL ENDED ON .EW 9EARS $AY .O LONGER THE "#3
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME IN  WAS PLAYED ON *ANUARY  4HE SPRING SEMESTER ALSO IS
SQUEEZED FROM THE OTHER SIDE &"3 TEAMS PLAY A SPRING GAME SOME OF THEM ATTENDED
BY UPWARDS OF  FANS 4HE FIRST  SPRING GAMES WERE PLAYED ON -ARCH
 THE LAST ONES ON !PRIL   WITH MANY OF THE BIGGEST GAMES PLAYED ON
!PRIL  &OOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES PARTICIPATE IN  SPRING PRACTICE SESSIONS THAT
TAKE PLACE WITHIN  CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR DAYS EXCLUDING VACATIONS
&OOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES AT MAJOR FOOTBALL POWERS OFTEN STAY ON CAMPUS DURING
THE SUMMER ATTEND SUMMER SCHOOL AND ENGAGE IN WORKOUTS 3UMMER SCHOOL ENDS
AROUND THE TIME FALL PRACTICE BEGINS &ALL PRACTICE PERMITS  PRACTICE DAYS BEFORE THE
FIRST GAME
THAT TYPICALLY
END WITH THE 3PRING 'AME

)T IS NOT UNUSUAL FOR A FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETE TO BE ON CAMPUS VIRTUALLY YEAR
ROUND WITH LITTLE CHANCE TO RETURN HOME TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS 4HE MORE THAT
FOOTBALL OOZES INTO THE BEGINNING OF THE SEMESTER SQUEEZES IN THE SPRING AND STARTS
UP BEFORE FALL THE LESS THE OPPORTUNITY FOR FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES TO RETURN HOME
FOR A WEEKEND OR SPRING BREAK OR TO PARTICIPATE IN THE LIFE OF THE GREATER CAMPUS !LL
THESE EFFECTS ARE NOT ATTRIBUTABLE TO A POST SEASON FOOTBALL FORMAT "UT POST SEASON
FOOTBALL HAS AN EFFECT
! FULL YEAR ROUND FOOTBALL SCHEDULE CABINS FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETE FREE TIME AND
FENCES THEM OUT FROM FULL ENGAGEMENT IN CAMPUS LIFE 4HIS IS A TRADEOFF THAT
STUDENTATHLETES MAKE AND IT IS ONE WITH WHICH THEY AT LEAST ARE WELL SATISFIED
 !LABAMA LED THE WAY WITH ATTENDANCE OF MORE THAN  *ASON +IRK  3PRING 'AME !TTENDANCE
!LABAMA &35 !UBURN &LORIDA ,EAD 3OUTHEASTERN 3CHOOLS 3".!4)/. !PR    !- %$4	
HTTPATLANTASBNATIONCOMGEORGIABULLDOGSSPRINGGAMEATTENDANCEALABAMAFSU
AUBURNFLORIDALEAD .EBRASKA SELLS TICKETS TO ITS SPRING GAME NEARLY  ATTENDED IN  4IM 'RIFFIN
#ORNHUSKERS 3ECOND IN .ATION IN 3PRING'AME !TTENDANCE ")'  ",/' !PR    0-	 HTTPESPNGO
COMBLOGBIGPOST?IDCORNHUSKERSSECONDINNATIONINSPRINGGAMEATTENDANCE
 ,35 FOR EXAMPLE *ASON +IRK  3%# &OOTBALL 3PRING 'AME 3CHEDULES ,35 !LABAMA "ACK AT IT 3OON
3".!4)/. &EB  	 HTTPWWWSBNATIONCOMNCAAFOOTBALLSECFOOTBALLSPRING
GAMESCHEDULEALABAMAGEORGIAAUBURN ;HEREINAFTER  3%# &OOTBALL 3PRING 'AME 3CHEDULES= 4HE .#!!
PERMITS A SPRING GAME AT THE CONCLUSION OF SPRING PRACTICE .#!! "9,!73 ART A	 	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWNCAAPUBLICATIONSCOMPRODUCTDOWNLOADS$PDF 4HE .#!! LIMITS THE LENGTH OF THE PLAYING
SEASON .#!! "9,!73 ART  AND PRESEASON PRACTICE .#!! "9,!73 ART 
 4EXAS !- FOR EXAMPLE  3%# &OOTBALL 3PRING 'AME 3CHEDULES SUPRA NOTE 
 !UBURN !LABAMA AND 'EORGIA FOR EXAMPLE PLAYED ON !PRIL  WHILE &LORIDA PLAYED ON !PRIL  3EE
 3%# &OOTBALL 3PRING 'AME 3CHEDULES SUPRA NOTE  /HIO 3TATE PLAYED ON !PRIL  /HIO 3TATE "UCKEYES
4ICKETS '/4)#+%43#/- HTTPWWWGOTICKETSCOM SPORTSCOLLEGE?FOOTBALLBIG?OHIO?STATE?BUCKEYESPHP
LAST VISITED &EB  	
 .#!! "9,!73 ART A	
 )D ART 
 &ULL .ATIONAL 3TUDY SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3EE &ULL .ATIONAL 3TUDY SUPRA NOTE  AT   PERCENT OF MALE STUDENTATHLETES REPORTED THAT THEY
ACHIEVED A hGOOD BALANCEv BETWEEN THEIR TIME AND ATTENTION TO ATHLETICS AND ACADEMICS EXTRACURRICULAR
EXPERIENCES SOCIAL FAMILY AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES	 4HIS CONCLUSION MOREOVER WAS UNAFFECTED BY PLAYING
TIME OR ATHLETICS SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT )D AT 
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 7HOS THE $ADDY
7HATEVER THE PREDILECTIONS OF FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES HOWEVER UNIVERSITIES AND
THEIR FACULTIES CANNOT CEDE THEIR RESPONSIBILITY AS THE ADULTS IN THE ROOM !LSO AND
OBVIOUSLY PRESIDENT AND CHANCELLOR RESPONSIBILITY TO FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES AND
THE ATHLETICS PROGRAM IS SIMPLY A SUBSET OF THEIR OVERALL RESPONSIBILITY TO ALL
MATRICULATED STUDENTS AND THE GREATER CAMPUS
A 3PILLOVER %FFECTS
&OOTBALL IS A CENTRAL PART OF MANY OF OUR MAJOR UNIVERSITIES )T IS A UNIFYING FORCE FOR
ALUMNI &OR MOST OF US n STUDENTS FACULTY FANS n IT IS FUN TO ATTEND A GAME AND FUN
TO FOLLOW THE TEAM 4HESE BENEFITS CANNOT AND SHOULD NOT BE DENIED !LSO
UNDENIABLE HOWEVER IS THAT FOOTBALL AND VARSITY ATHLETICS MORE GENERALLY	 CREATE
STRESSES ON CAMPUS !THLETICS BUILDING PROJECTS TAKE PRIORITY SUCH THAT A THIRD
PRACTICE FIELD IS BUILT WHILE THE CEILING IN THE COMPUTER SCIENCE LAB IS FALLING DOWN
%VEN IF NO CAMPUS FUNDS ARE USED NONETHELESS THE hCANKER GNAWSv
$ISPROPORTIONATE SALARIES COACH TO PROFESSOR DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR TO CHAIRED
RESEARCH PROFESSOR HEAD FOOTBALL COACH TO UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT MAY BE A RESPONSE TO
MARKET FORCES 4HEY NONETHELESS SIGNAL THE WRONG MESSAGE ABOUT THE VALUES OF
HIGHER EDUCATION AND THEY UNDENIABLY ARE A SOURCE OF CAMPUS FRICTION 0ERHAPS THE
BIGGEST ISSUES ARE CAMPUS SUBSIDIES TO ATHLETICS DEPARTMENTS WHEN ACADEMIC
DEPARTMENTS SEE SUBSTANTIAL CUTS AND COACHES GET ANNUAL BIG RAISES WHEN THERE IS A
WAGE AND SALARY FREEZE FOR EVERYONE ELSE
"UT THERE ARE OTHER CAMPUS STORIES ALSO TO BE TOLD -OST FACULTY STRIVE TO
ACCOMMODATE THE TRAVEL AND COMPETITION SCHEDULES OF STUDENTATHLETES IN CLASS
ASSIGNMENTS AS THEY DO SPECIAL SCHEDULING NEEDS OF ALL STUDENTS
#LASS LECTURES MAY BE CONDUCTED OUT OF LOGICAL SEQUENCE 'RADES MAY BE DELAYED
SO THAT A PROFESSOR MAY READ ALL PAPERS TOGETHER ! PARTICULAR IMPACT RELATES TO
GRADED STUDENT GROUP PROJECTS #OLLEGE UNDERGRADUATE WORK INCREASINGLY INCLUDES
GROUP PROJECTS 3TUDENTS IN GROUPS WITH STUDENTATHLETES ARE ALL AFFECTED WHEN
STUDENTATHLETE SCHEDULE ACCOMMODATIONS ARE MADE OR WHEN STUDENTATHLETE FOCUS
ON GAMES ADVERSELY AFFECTS ACADEMIC WORK IN THE GROUP )NDEED EVEN THE ACADEMIC
*UGGLING THESE
SCHEDULES IN A LARGE CLASS PARTICULARLY IF THERE ARE STUDENTATHLETES FROM VARIOUS
SPORTS ON DIFFERENT SCHEDULES IS NOT EASY !ND THE IMPACT FALLS ON OTHER STUDENTS IN
THE CLASS NOT ONLY THE PROFESSOR
 #APTAIN (OOK -EMORABLE 1UOTES FOR 0ETER 0AN HTTPWWWIMDBCOMTITLETTQUOTES LAST
VISITED .OV  	
 2UTGERS MAY BE THE CLEAREST CURRENT EXAMPLE BUT ITS NOT THE ONLY ONE 3EE EG #URTIS %ICHELBERGER 
/LIVER 3TALEY 2UTGERS !THLETICS 'ROW AT %XPENSE OF !CADEMICS 5NLIKE AT 4EXAS ",//-"%2' !UG   
0-	 HTTPWWWBLOOMBERGCOMNEWSRUTGERSBOOSTINGATHLETICSATEXPENSEOFACADEMICSFAILS
TOEMULATETEXASHTML *ARRETT 2ENSHAW #ASH3TRAPPED 0ROFESSORS AT 2UTGERS ,EARN TO DO 7ITHOUT IN 7ORLD OF
3TATE !ID #UTS AND "AD %CONOMY .*#/- $EC    !-	 HTTPWWWNJCOMNEWSINDEXSSF
RUTGERS?PROFESSORS?LEARN?TO?DOHTML
 3CHEDULING IS A FACULTY PREROGATIVE NOT EVERY FACULTY MEMBER WILL ACCOMMODATE STUDENT SCHEDULE
ISSUES 3EE SUPRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTE 
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PERFORMANCE OF NONATHLETES AT LEAST THE MEN	 MAY BE AFFECTED ADVERSELY BY
SUCCESSFUL FOOTBALL PROGRAMS
B &OOTBALL 3TUDENT!THLETES
/NLY A VERY SMALL PERCENTAGE OF FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES MAKE IT TO THE .&, )T MAY
WELL BE THAT UNIVERSITY EFFORTS TO SHEPPARD STUDENTATHLETE TIME WILL NOT RESULT IN
THEIR WISE USE OF THAT RESERVED TIME "UT SO WHAT )T IS ONE THING FOR STUDENTS TO
CHOOSE POORLY IN HOW THEY SPEND FREE TIME )T IS QUITE ANOTHER THING TO
INSTITUTIONALIZE THEIR POOR CHOICES BY THE NUMBER AND SCHEDULING OF GAMES AND
CHAMPIONSHIPS
,AW STUDENTS ARE THE STUDENT COHORT WITH WHICH ) AM MOST FAMILIAR 4HEY ARE
SEVERAL YEARS OLDER THAN UNDERGRADUATE FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES 4HEY ALSO ALREADY
HAVE THE BENEFIT AT LEAST OF AN UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITY DEGREE AND MANY HAVE
GRADUATE DEGREES $OUBTLESS SOME OF THEM FEEL SO CERTAIN OF THEIR ULTIMATE CAREER
PATH THAT THEY WOULD LIKE TO AVOID REQUIRED COURSES IN WHAT THEY PERCEIVE TO BE
UNRELATED SUBSTANTIVE AREAS 4HEY MAY NEITHER ADEQUATELY VALUE THE IMPORTANCE OF
CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND FOR A LAWYER NOR APPRECIATE THE SCOPE OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION
AND WHAT IS REQUIRED OF PROFESSIONALS 4HEY ALSO MAY UNDERVALUE THE ELEMENTS THAT
GO INTO FACULTY CURRICULAR DECISIONS OR THE CONSEQUENCES OF MAKING EXCEPTIONS FOR
INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS
)S ALL THIS PATERNALISTIC MATERNALISTIC	 -AYBE YES "UT WHAT IT REALLY MEANS IS
THAT ULTIMATE DECISIONS RUN TO THOSE CHARGED WITH THE AUTHORITY TO MAKE THEM
,AW FACULTY DO NOT AND SHOULD NOT SUBSTITUTE STUDENT
JUDGMENT FOR THEIRSANY MORE THAN A HEAD FOOTBALL COACH SHOULD OR WOULD ACCEDE
TO THE PREDILECTIONS OF HIS PLAYERS REGARDING OFFENSIVEDEFENSIVE SCHEMES WHAT PLAYS
TO RUN WHAT SHOULD BE THE PRACTICE DRILLS HOW TO PREPARE FOR GAME DAY OR EVEN
WHEN TO SCHEDULE PRACTICE

" &ANS
! UNIVERSITY HAS A HOST OF CONSTITUENCIES BEYOND STUDENTS AND STAFF 4HESE INCLUDE
ALUMNI FANS AND DONORS ! UNIVERSITY SEEKS TO CREATE A FOOTBALL SEASON AND
EXPERIENCE THAT ENCOURAGES THEIR INVOLVEMENT $IFFERENT POST SEASON FORMATS MAY
HAVE DIFFERENT IMPACTS ON THAT EXPERIENCE 4HE LESS GOOD THE FAN EXPERIENCE THE
MORE RISK OF A FALLOFF IN HOMEGAME ATTENDANCE IN DONATIONS AND IN MERCHANDISE
PURCHASES
(OME GAMES ARE DIRECTED AT A HOME TEAMS FANS 4HOSE WITH THE CLOSEST
ASSOCIATION WITH A SCHOOL HAVE THE MOST OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND (OME GAMES
 3EE $OUG ,EDERMAN !S &OOTBALL 4EAMS 7IN -ALE 3TUDENTS 'RADES ,OSE ).3)$% ()'(%2 %$ $EC 
  !-	 HTTPWWWINSIDEHIGHEREDCOMNEWSFOOTBALLTEAMSWINMALESTUDENTSGRADES
LOSE
 4HIS IS A SUBJECT BOTH TOO EXTRANEOUS TO THE FOCUS OF THIS ARTICLE AND TOO MULTIVARIED TO COVER
ADEQUATELY IN A FEW SENTENCES ) THEREFORE SIMPLY BRIEFLY ALLUDE TO A FEW CONSIDERATIONS
 #F "ROWN V !LLEN  53   	 *ACKSON * CONCURRING	 h7E ARE NOT FINAL BECAUSE WE
ARE INFALLIBLE BUT WE ARE INFALLIBLE ONLY BECAUSE WE ARE FINALv	
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TYPICALLY ENTAIL NEITHER FAN TRAVEL EXPENSES NOR LODGING COSTS 4ICKET PRICES ARE LOWER
THAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 3EAT SELECTION MAY BE BETTER &OOTBALL HOME GAMES CURRENTLY
HAVE COMPETITIVE INTEREST BECAUSE EACH GAME MATTERS FOR AN END OF SEASON BOWL
GAME BERTH INCLUDING THE "#3 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
"OWL GAMES COST FANS MORE 'AME TICKETS ARE MORE EXPENSIVE 4HERE ARE TRAVEL
COSTS (OTEL COSTS FREQUENTLY ARE BUMPED UP TO HIGH LEVELS "OWL GAMES NONETHELESS
OFFER A REASONABLE OPPORTUNITY FOR THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH COMPETING TEAMS TO ATTEND
THE GAMES 4HEY HAVE AN OFFSETTING ATTRACTION TO HOME GAMES BECAUSE THEY TYPICALLY
ARE HELD IN WARM CLIMATES AND OFTEN AT SITES THAT ARE TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 4HE RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS FOSTERS A BOWL GAME STAY OF SEVERAL DAYS "OWL GAMES ALSO
CURRENTLY OFFER  TEAMS THE OPPORTUNITY TO END THE SEASON ON A WINNING NOTE
#ONFERENCE CHAMPION TIEIN BOWLS GIVE NO CERTAINTY THAT A PARTICULAR TEAM WILL
COMPETE 5NDER THE "#3 THERE WAS NO GUARANTEE EVEN THAT A CONFERENCE CHAMPION
WOULD PLAY IN THE CONFERENCE TIEIN BOWL GAME AS AT LEAST ONE CONFERENCE CHAMPION
ALMOST CERTAINLY WOULD COMPETE IN THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP BOWL GAME ! PLAYOFF
SYSTEM CAN EVEN FURTHER EXACERBATE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR FANS TO MAKE PLANS AHEAD OF
TIME WHEN AIRLINE TICKETS ARE LESS EXPENSIVE
! PARTICULARLY NEGATIVE COMPONENT OF AN &"3 POST SEASON IS THE LIKELIHOOD THAT
THERE WILL BE DECREASED FAN OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND THE CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
! PLAYOFF ALSO MAY LEAD TO THE
LESSENED SIGNIFICANCE OF REGULAR SEASON GAMES AND IN TURN AN ADVERSE EFFECT ON THE
HOME GAMEDAY EXPERIENCE
! HOME GAME AT A STADIUM THAT SEATS  WILL BE ATTENDED BY 
WITH A DIRECT CONNECTION TO THE UNIVERSITY 4HE  &IESTA "OWL PLAYED IN A
STADIUM THAT SEATS  PROVIDED  TICKETS TO EACH OF THE COMPETING
UNIVERSITIES FOR SALE TO THEIR FANS 4HE .#!!  MENS BASKETBALL NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP PLAYED IN A STADIUM THAT SEATED  PROVIDED 
TICKETS TO THE TEAMS IN THE &INAL &OUR FOR SALE TO THEIR FANS  TICKETS TO
EACH OF THE TWO UNIVERSITIES WHOSE TEAMS COMPETED IN THE CHAMPIONSHIP
GAME	
! 0LUS/NE OR &"3 PLAYOFF SYSTEM SIMILARLY COULD LIMIT TICKET ALLOTMENTS TO
SUPPORTERS OF THE UNIVERSITIES WHOSE TEAMS WILL PLAY IN IT .OT ONLY THAT BUT THE
IMPACT OF AN EXTENDED POST SEASON WILL TAKE A FINANCIAL TOLL IN OTHER WAYS n SEVERAL
GAMES WITH A HIGHER TICKET COST TRAVEL COSTS INCLUDING LASTMINUTE AIRLINE TICKET
PURCHASE LODGING COSTS INCLUDING A GUARANTEED MINIMUM STAY ETC
5NIVERSITIES PROPERLY NEED BE CONCERNED IF A POST SEASON SYSTEM BOXES OUT THEIR
FANS ALUMNI BOOSTERS AND REGULAR GAME ATTENDEES SEEKING TO ATTEND POST SEASON
GAMES IN FAVOR OF A NATIONAL FAN MARKET
 4HE -ENS "ASKETBALL 4OURNAMENT IS APT ILLUSTRATION 4HERE IS NO GUARANTEE AS TO WHICH PART OF THE
BRACKET A TEAM WILL BE IN
!MONG ALL POST SEASON POSSIBILITIES
 )! &!2 3TATEMENT SUPRA NOTE  N
 4HERE MAY BE OFFSETTING BENEFITS FOR FANS ! CONCRETE PROPOSAL SHOULD IDENTIFY THEM
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PLAYOFFS MAY MOST INCREASE THAT POSSIBILITY !NY CONFIGURATION OF POST SEASON NEEDS
TO TAKE THAT INTO ACCOUNT
# !ND 7HO 7OULD 2UN )T
4HERE ARE TWO OPTIONS HERE /NE IS FOR THE ELEVEN &"3 CONFERENCES TO CREATE AN
ARRANGEMENT TO ADMINISTER THE &"3 POST SEASON 4HE OTHER IS FOR THE .#!! TO TAKE
OVER
 4HE .#!!
4HE .#!! OBVIOUSLY HAS EXPERIENCE RUNNING BIG TOURNAMENTS "UT THERE ARE ISSUES
WITH HAVING THE .#!! RUN POST SEASON &"3 FOOTBALL )SSUES CAN BE RESOLVED OF
COURSE "UT THE NUMBER AND SCOPE OF THEM PREDICT UNWILLINGNESS TO TRY
4HE FIRST ISSUE RELATES TO WHO WOULD MAKE ADMINISTRATIVE AND OTHER DECISIONS )T
IS UNLIKELY THAT ALL OF $IVISION ) WOULD VOTE ON MATTERS RELATED TO A CHAMPIONSHIP
RESTRICTED TO THE &"3 !LREADY THE $IVISION ) VOTING STRUCTURE IS WIDELY BELIEVED TO
OBSTRUCT LEGISLATION IN THE INTERESTS OF STUDENTATHLETES IN THE MAJOR &"3 PROGRAMS
0UTTING &"3 FOOTBALL DECISIONS IN THIS GROUP CAN ONLY EXACERBATE THE PROBLEMS
#ONTROL OF ISSUES RELATED TO THE &"3 CHAMPIONSHIP MORE LIKELY WOULD VEST IN THE
VOTING CONTROL OF THE  OR SO &"3 UNIVERSITIES AND THEIR CONFERENCES
#URRENTLY INSTITUTIONS WITH TEAMS IN "#3 BOWLS ARE RELATIVELY FREE FROM .#!!
RESTRICTIONS DIRECTED IN PART AT LEVELING THE PLAYING FIELD FOR LESS WELLFUNDED
INSTITUTIONS TEAM SIZE TRAVEL PARTY FIELD PASSES AND TEAM ACTIVITIES AT A BOWL SITE
FOR EXAMPLE	 4HE .#!! MANAGES ALL ITS CHAMPIONSHIPS IN SIMILAR WAYS )T IS AT LEAST
UNCLEAR WHETHER IT WOULD OR COULD OR INDEED SHOULD TREAT AN &"3 FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP IN WAYS SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER CHAMPIONSHIPS AND
MOST PERTINENTLY THE &#3 FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP !T THE VERY LEAST THE .#!! LIKELY
WOULD FACE MORE DIRECT GENDER EQUITY PRESSURE TO TREAT EQUALLY WITH &"3 FOOTBALL THE
POST SEASON EXPERIENCES OF WOMENS TEAMS %ITHER THERE WOULD BE CHANGES IN THE
&"3 POST SEASON FOOTBALL EXPERIENCE OR CHANGES IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF ALL OTHER
6ERY FEW OF
THESE UNIVERSITIES WOULD HAVE TEAMS WITH A CHANCE TO BE IN THE PLAYOFF OR EVEN IN A
CONFERENCE FROM WHICH PLAYOFF TEAMS LIKELY WOULD COME 4HEIR INTEREST MIGHT WELL
BE TO REDUCE EXPENSES RUNNING TO THE CONTOURS OF THE EVENT IN FAVOR OF BIGGER
REVENUE DISTRIBUTIONS #ONFLICTS BETWEEN &"3 INSTITUTIONS WHOSE TEAMS MIGHT PLAY
AND ALL OTHER &"3 INSTITUTIONS MIGHT BE AKIN TO CONFLICTS BETWEEN HOLDERS OF LIFE
ESTATES IN PROPERTY AND THE ULTIMATE BENEFICIARIES
 3EE 3HANNON * /WENS 4O !VOID A -UTINY .#!! 2EFORM IS #OMINGAND &AST /2,!.$/ 3%.4).%,
*AN   AT # POSSIBILITY OF A NEW DIVISION TO hCURB THE THREAT OF A MUTINY BY ELITE SPORTS SCHOOLSv	 %VEN
WITH SEPARATE DIVISIONS THERE MIGHT BE PRESSURE TO ADMINISTER THE SUBDIVISIONS IN EQUIVALENT WAYS
 $IVISION ) VOTING IS BY CONFERENCE NOT INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTIONS 3EE .#!! n .#!! $)6)3)/. )
-!.5!, #/.34 ARTS    	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWNCAAPUBLICATIONSCOMPRODUCTDOWNLOADS
$PDF ;HEREINAFTER .#!! #/.34=
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CHAMPIONSHIPS )F A PLAYOFF SYSTEM RETAINED BOWL GAMES AS WOULD ONE OF THE
FOURGAME PLAYOFF MODEL UNDER DISCUSSION	
4HE MOST SIGNIFICANT IMPEDIMENT TO THE .#!! ADMINISTERING AN &"3 POST
SEASON AND LIKELY A DEAL BREAKER RELATES TO MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF
REVENUES FROM AN &"3 PLAYOFF 2EVENUES FROM THE "#3 ARE MANAGED BY THE "#3 AND
DISTRIBUTED ACCORDING TO A FORMULA OF ITS CREATION 4HE CENTRAL DECISION MAKERS ARE
THE CONFERENCES AND IN PRACTICAL EFFECT THE !1 CONFERENCES
THEN THE FORMER SOLUTION WOULD
MEAN THE POST SEASON EXPERIENCE OF FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES ON LOWER FINISHING
TEAMS MIGHT BE BETTER THAN THOSE ON THE FOUR TEAMS IN THE PLAYOFF 4HE LATTER
SOLUTION LIKELY WOULD TAKE A VOTE OF ALL OF $IVISION ) AND MIGHT BE AN ONGOING ISSUE
IF THE BOWL EXPERIENCE CHANGES OVER TIME
 7ERE THE .#!! TO
MANAGE THE TOURNAMENT THERE LIKELY WOULD BE A PUSH TO SHARE REVENUES EQUALLY
AMONG ALL &"3 INSTITUTIONS OR AT LEAST TO TAKE SOME REVENUES OFF THE TOP FOR WIDE
DISTRIBUTION )T IS DIFFICULT TO SEE WHY !1 CONFERENCES WOULD SUPPORT SUCH A PLAN
!LTERNATIVELY THE DISTRIBUTION COULD CONTINUE IN A FASHION SIMILAR TO "#3
DISTRIBUTION 4HIS SOLUTION SEEMS UNLIKELY TO GENERATE &"3 VOTING SUPPORT 7HILE
COMPROMISE ALWAYS IS A POSSIBILITY THE MORE LIKELY RESULT WOULD BE IMPASSE
MEANING THAT THE .#!! WOULD NOT RUN THE &"3 FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
 ! .EW h"#3v
)F A NEW "#3 IS TO ADMINISTER &"3 POST SEASON FOOTBALL THERE WILL NEED TO BE DEEP
CONSIDERATION OF WHAT THAT STRUCTURE WILL BE 4HERE WILL NEED TO BE GOOD DRAFTING TO
GET THERE /NE THING THEN IS CLEAR 4HERE WILL BE WORK FOR THE LAWYERS
 
 
 3UCH CHANGES WOULD MEAN SPENDING MONEY ON THESE OTHER CHAMPIONSHIPS OR PERMITTING INSTITUTIONS
TO SPEND MONEY WITH THE INEVITABLE RESULTING LEVEL PLAYING FIELD ARGUMENTS	 3EE SUPRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES
 
 3EE INFRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTES n $AVID -OULTON $AVID -OULTON "IG 4ENS $ELANY ON 2IGHT
4RACK 7ITH &OOTBALL 0LAYOFF 0ROPOSAL .!0,%3.%73#/- -AY    0-	 HTTPWWWNAPLESNEWSCOM
NEWSMAYDAVIDMOULTONBIGTENSDELANYRIGHTTRACKFOOTBALLPARTNER233
 3EE SUPRA NOTE  %LIMINATION OF !1 CONFERENCE STATUS BY NO MEANS PRESAGES EVEN DISTRIBUTION OF
REVENUES AMONG CONFERENCES 3EE EG 4HAYER %VANS 0LAYOFF 3YSTEM "ATTLE &AR &ROM /VER &/830/243#/-
!PR   !NDY 3TAPLES 1! WITH )DAHO 0RESIDENT $UANE .ELLIS 3)#/- ).3)$% #/,,%'% &//4"!,, -AR 
 HTTPSPORTSILLUSTRATEDCNNCOMWRITERSANDY?STAPLESIDAHONELLISPLAYOFFINDEXHTML
 %VEN WERE THERE TO BE SUPPORT IN THE FIRST INSTANCE FOR SOME VERSION OF DISTRIBUTION TO ALL &"3
CONFERENCES ANOTHER DIFFICULTY IMMEDIATELY PRESENTS ITSELF /NE EFFECT OF THE $IVISION ) -ENS "ASKETBALL
4OURNAMENT HAS BEEN THE MIGRATION OF INSTITUTIONS FROM $IVISIONS )) AND ))) TO $IVISION ) IN ORDER TO GET A SHARE
OF REVENUES -IGRATION WIDENS THE POOL OF RECIPIENTS )T ALSO ADDS TO THE DIVERSITY IN $IVISION ) WITH THE
CONSEQUENCE THAT BETTER FUNDED INSTITUTIONS MAY BE OUTVOTED WHEN ADVOCATING STUDENTATHLETE WELLBEING
INITIATIVES THAT THEY CAN AFFORD 4HERE IS LITTLE REASON TO BELIEVE THAT UNDER CURRENT BYLAWS AN .#!!MANAGED
&"3 FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT WOULD AVOID CONFRONTING THE SAME PHENOMENON 9ET ANOTHER REASON TO PREDICT
IMPASSE
 ) WOULD SAY MORE HERE hHAD WE BUT 7ORLD ENOUGH AND 4IMEv AND A CONCRETE PROPOSAL TO EVALUATE	
!NDREW -ARVEL h4O (IS #OY -ISTRESSv HTTPENWIKIPEDIAORGWIKI4O?(IS?#OY?-ISTRESS
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IV.  Some Closing Thoughts 
!T ONE TIME "#3 STAKEHOLDERS LOOKED AT PROPOSALS ADVOCATING AN &"3 POST SEASON
FOOTBALL PLAYOFF FOR  OR EIGHT TEAMS THEY ULTIMATELY SETTLED ON A VERSION THAT
INCLUDES NO MORE THAN FOUR TEAMS /NE MUCH DISCUSSED VERSION IS A FOURTEAM
PLAYOFF IN WHICH THE  TEAM HOSTS THE  TEAM THE  TEAM HOSTS THE  TEAM
AND THE FINAL IS PLAYED AT A NEUTRAL SITE SELECTED ON THE BASIS OF BIDS
! &OOTBALL 'AMES AND 3TUDENT #OMPETITORS 0ER 3EASON &"3 AND &#3
.O MATTER THE
PARTICULAR FOURTEAM PLAYOFF VERSION THAT MAY BE ADOPTED A COUPLE OF POINTS NEED TO
BE MADE
.#!! BYLAWS LIMIT TO  THE ANNUAL NUMBER OF &"3 REGULAR SEASON FOOTBALL
GAMES PLUS A CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP IN A TEAM CONFERENCE	 AND A BOWL
GAME .#!! BYLAWS LIMIT TO  THE ANNUAL NUMBER OF &#3 REGULAR SEASON
FOOTBALL GAMES PLUS A CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP AND THE .#!! POST SEASON
TOURNAMENT
4HE SCHOLARSHIP LIMIT AT &"3 INSTITUTIONS IS  3EVENTY &"3 TEAMS COMPETED IN
A  BOWL GAME 4HE RESULT  &"3 SCHOLARSHIP FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES
WERE INVOLVED IN  GAMES
 3EE 0AOLA "OIVIN -ICHAEL #ROW -AKING "OLD -OVES !S !35 0RESIDENT !2): 2%05",)# &EB  
 0-	 HTTPWWWAZCENTRALCOMSPORTSASUARTICLESMICHAELCROWBOLDMOVESASU
PRESIDENTHTML SEE ALSO -ATT -URSCHEL !RIZONA 3TATE 0RESIDENT 0USHING FOR AN %IGHT4EAM 0LAYOFF /2,!.$/
3%.4).%, ",/' &EB    !-	 HTTPBLOGSORLANDOSENTINELCOMSPORTS?COLLEGEARIZONA
STATEPUSHINGPLAYOFFHTML
4HE &#3 FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT CONSISTS OF A PLAYIN
 4EDDY 'REENSTEIN "#3 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 ETC 3EE ,INCOLN SUPRA NOTE 
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 SUPRA NOTE  )N 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 )D ART  &#3 TEAMS MAY COMPETE IN  REGULAR SEASON GAMES IN YEARS WHEN THERE ARE 
3ATURDAYS IN THE FOOTBALL PLAYING SEASON )D
 4HE &#3 MAY SUBSTITUTE A SUBDIVISION CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT FOR A CHAMPIONSHIP GAME SO LONG NO
TEAM PLAYS MORE THAN ONE GAME )D ART D	 3EE ALSO  .#!! $IVISION ) &OOTBALL #HAMPIONSHIP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 4HIS IS MORE THAN HALF OF THE  &"3 INSTITUTIONS
 4HE TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTATHLETES LIKELY WOULD BE HIGHER AS SEVERAL &"3 PROGRAMS HAVE A RELATIVELY
LARGE NUMBER OF WALKONS
 4HE NUMBER OF BOWLS AND THE NUMBER OF &"3 FOOTBALL STUDENTATHLETES WHO COMPETE MAY CHANGE
WITH NEW .#!! RULES GOVERNING THE ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCING OF BOWL GAMES !N .#!! $) "OWL 4ASK
&ORCE REVIEWED BOWL GAME OPERATIONS AND .#!! OVERSIGHT !MONG OTHER THINGS IT RECOMMENDED THAT ALL BOWL
GAMES BE SCHEDULED BETWEEN THE END OF FIRST SEMESTER EXAMS AND THE BEGINNING OF SECOND SEMESTER AND THAT
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ROUND ELITE EIGHT QUARTERFINAL AND SEMIFINAL ROUNDS HELD OVER A THREE WEEK
PERIOD BETWEEN THE END OF .OVEMBER AND MID$ECEMBER 4HE SCHOLARSHIP LIMIT
AT &#3 INSTITUTIONS IS  WHICH MAY BE DIVIDED AMONG  PLAYERS
)F THE SEMIFINAL ROUND OF A FOURGAME PLAYOFF SUBSTITUTES FOR A BOWL GAME AND
THE NUMBER OF BOWL GAMES DECREASES BY TWO THEN THE SAME NUMBER OF &"3 FOOTBALL
STUDENTATHLETES WOULD PLAY  GAMES )N THIS CONFIGURATION AND ALSO THE 0LUS/NE
THE ONLY ADDITIONAL IMPACT WOULD BE FOR THE APPROXIMATELY  OR SO WHO WOULD
SUIT UP FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP GAME )F HOWEVER THE SEMIFINAL ROUND OF A FOUR
GAME PLAYOFF IS ADDED TO A BOWL EXPERIENCE THE IMPACT INCREASES
4WENTY &#3
TEAMS COMPETED IN THE  &#3 4OURNAMENT 4HE RESULT  &#3 FOOTBALL
STUDENTATHLETES MAY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN  GAMES  FEWER THAN &"3 STUDENT
ATHLETES
 4HERE ARE
IMPACTS BEYOND THE NUMBER OF GAMES HOWEVER IN A FOURGAME PLAYOFF INDEPENDENT
OF THE BOWLS &IRST THE FOOTBALL TEAMS AND ATHLETES WHO ARE THE MOST SUCCESSFUL WILL
MISS A BOWL EXPERIENCE )T IS DOUBTFUL THAT THE ATMOSPHERE AND ACTIVITIES AT THE
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP GAME OR MORE PERTINENTLY A CAMPUS SEMIFINAL WILL
MEASURE UP 3ECOND THERE IS A FAIRLY SUBSTANTIAL QUESTION WHETHER THE BOWLS WILL
SURVIVE AT LEAST IN THEIR CURRENT FORM AND LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE
" -ANAGING 0ERCEPTIONS
)T IS DIFFICULT TO
CALCULATE THE IMPACT ON COLLEGE FOOTBALL WERE THAT TO HAPPEN 4HIRD ALL BETS ARE OFF IF
THE PLAYOFF GAMES ARE ADDED TO GAMES ALREADY TO BE PLAYED
! QUESTION WORTH CONSIDERING IS WHY A MOVE TO SOME VERSION OF A PLAYOFF SEEMS NOW
TO HAVE TRACTION 0ERHAPS IT IS PRACTICAL RESPONSE TO A CONTINUING CRESCENDO OF CRITICS
AND THE POTENTIAL IMPACT THAT HAS HAD ON THE PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF THE !1
BOWL ELIGIBLE TEAMS MUST MEET AN !02 'REG *OHNSON $) "OWL 4ASK &ORCE 2ECOMMENDS +EY #HANGES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THESE REMAINING ISSUES IS SET FOR THE !PRIL "OARD MEETING %MAIL FROM (ARVEY 3 0ERLMAN CHAIR OF THE $) "OWL
4ASK &ORCE TO *OSEPHINE *O	 2 0OTUTO 0ROFESSOR OF ,AW 5NIV OF .EB #OLL OF ,AW !PR    !-	
ON FILE WITH AUTHOR	
 4HE  FINAL WAS PLAYED ON *ANUARY   3EE SUPRA NOTE 
 .#!! "9,!73 ART  )N EQUIVALENCY SPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS MAY BE AWARDED AS A PERCENTAGE OF A
FULL SCHOLARSHIP )D ART  )N HEAD COUNT SPORTS EVERY SCHOLARSHIP COUNTS AS A FULL SCHOLARSHIP EVEN IF THE
FULL AMOUNT IS NOT AWARDED )D ART 
 4HE PER STUDENT IMPACT INCREASES IN A ROUND OF EIGHT PLAYOFF IN THAT MOST OF THESE STUDENTS DO NOT NOW
COMPETE IN THEIR CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP GAME 4HE ADDITIONAL IMPACT FROM A ROUND OF  IS HARDER TO
CALCULATE WITHOUT SEEING THE CONCRETE CONTOURS OF A PROPOSAL
 4HIS ISSUE HAS THE ATTENTION OF THE ELEVEN "#3 COMMISSIONERS "RETT -C-URPHY (OW #OULD )T ,OOK
(OW 7ILL )T ,OOK &ORECASTING THE  0LAYOFF #"330/243#/- !PR   4HE BOWLS ADMINISTRATORS ARE
CONCERNED 3TEWART -ANDEL 0OTENTIALLY 3EISMIC 2EFORM ,OOMS "UT "OWL )NDUSTRY (AS ,ITTLE 3AY 3)#/- !PR 
 )NDEPENDENT OF AN &"3 FOOTBALL PLAYOFF MOREOVER THE NUMBER OF BOWL GAMES MAY DECREASE
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CONFERENCES AND THE FAIRNESS OF THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 0ERHAPS IT IS AN
ASSESSMENT OF THE COST OF ANTITRUST LITIGATION EVEN IF THE "#3 WINS AS ) WOULD EXPECT
0ERHAPS IT IS DISGRUNTLEMENT THAT THE TWO TEAMS IN THE  CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
BOTH CAME FROM THE SAME CONFERENCE 0ERHAPS IT IS A CHASE AFTER BIGGER
REVENUES 0ERHAPS IT IS AN ASSESSMENT OF THE LIKELIHOOD OF CONGRESSIONAL
INTERVENTION THROUGH AMONG OTHERS ITS INTERSTATE COMMERCE POWER ITS
AUTHORITY UNDER THE SPENDING POWER TO CONDITION FUNDS PROVIDED TO HIGHER
EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS AND ITS POWER TO REMOVE OR CONDITION TAX EXEMPTIONS
UNIVERSITIES CURRENTLY ENJOY
)N ANY EVENT A MOVE TO A PLAYOFF INEVITABLY FEEDS INTO CYNICISM OF MOTIVES "OWL
ATTENDANCE IS DOWN
 )F SO THEN IT MAY INADEQUATELY ACCOUNT FOR WHAT MAY BE EXPECTED TO BE FAIRNESS ARGUMENTS RELATED TO
WHICH IS THE  TEAM DECISIONS ON THE MARGIN BETWEEN  AND  WHETHER FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE  TEAM
THE  TEAM WOULD BE EASIER TO BEAT WHO IS DECIDING AND WHETHER THE CORRECT CRITERIA ARE EMPLOYED ! 
MEMBER -ENS "ASKETBALL 4OURNAMENT STILL HAS NOT QUELLED ALL DISSENT
"OWL 46 VIEWERSHIP IS DOWN )N *ANUARY  FOUR OF THE FIVE
"#3 BOWL GAMES INCLUDING THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP GAME HAD LOWER RATINGS
THAN THE YEAR BEFORE &OR "#3 BOWL GAMES PLAYED IN *ANUARY  RATINGS WERE AS
 &OUR4EAM 0LAYOFF SUPRA NOTE  )F SO THEN IT IS POOR SOCIAL PLANNING 2ULES SHOULD NOT CHANGE TO
RESPOND TO RARE OUTLIER SITUATIONS
 3EE ,INCOLN SUPRA NOTE 
 )F SO THIS CONCERN MAY BE OVERSTATED %VERY SO OFTEN #ONGRESS HOLDS HEARINGS ON THE "#3 3ENATE
3UBCOMMITTEE HEARINGS WERE HELD IN  FOR EXAMPLE 3EE 0ERLMAN SUPRA NOTE  SEE ALSO (OUSE #OMMITTEE
1UIZZES 3WOFFORD !33/#)!4%$ 02%33 -AY   AVAILABLE AT HTTPESPNGOCOMESPNPRINTID
TYPESTORY REPORTING THAT *OE "ARTON 2 -EMBER OF #ONGRESS TH $IST 4EXAS INTRODUCED LEGISLATION TO STOP
.#!! FROM CALLING GAME NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP UNLESS OUTCOME OF PLAYOFF	 -ORE OFTEN IT THREATENS
HEARINGS 3EE EG ,EE $AVIDSON (ATCH !SKS /BAMA TO (AVE "#3 0ROBED FOR !NTITRUST,AW 6IOLATIONS $%3%2%4
.%73 /CT 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  !-	 HTTPWWWDESERETNEWSCOMARTICLEPRINT(ATCHASKS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"#3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LAW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AILING
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ISSUES +ELLY 7HITESIDE #ONFERENCE 4ALKS %XPAND TO 0OLITICS
53! 4ODAY /CT   AT # #ONGRESS TO ,OOK INTO @$EEPLY &LAWED "#3 3YSTEM !33/#)!4%$ 02%33 $EC 
 AVAILABLE AT HTTPSPORTSESPNGOCOMNCFNEWSSTORYID 3O FAR IT HAS STAYED ITS HAND AND WITH
GOOD REASON $ISCUSSION OF WHY NEEDS ANOTHER ARTICLE
 53 #/.34 ART ) e  CL  4HE OPERATIVE TEST WOULD BE WHETHER THE ACTIVITIES IN THE AGGREGATE HAVE A
SUBSTANTIAL ECONOMIC IMPACT ON INTERSTATE COMMERCE 'ONZALES V 2AICH  53   	
 53 #/.34 ART ) e  CL  3EE .EW 9ORK V 5NITED 3TATES  53  n 	 3OUTH $AKOTA
V $OLE  53  n 	
  53# e C	 	 3EE *OHN $ #OLOMBO 4HE .#!! 4AX %XEMPTION AND #OLLEGE !THLETICS
 5 ),, , 2%6  n 	 DETAILING .#!!S TAX EXEMPTION STATUS	 7ILLIAM ( ,YONS  *OSEPHINE
*O	 0OTUTO 4HE &EDERAL )NCOME 4AX AND 2EFORM OF #OLLEGE !THLETICS ! 2ESPONSE TO 0ROFESSOR #OLOMBO AND AN
)NDEPENDENT #RITIQUE  * /& ).4%2#/,,%')!4% 30/24   	
 "RETT -C-URPHY 3LIPPING "OWL !TTENDANCE (AS "#3 3CRAMBLING FOR 2EASONS &IXES #"3 30/243 *AN
   !-	 HTTPWWWCBSSPORTSCOMCOLLEGEFOOTBALLSTORY 3EE ALSO 3EAN 'REGORY
!LABAMAS "#3 7IN ! &ITTING %ND TO A 3UBPAR 3EASON 4)-% -!'!:).% .%73&%%$ *AN  	
HTTPNEWSFEEDTIMECOMALABAMASBCSWINAFITTINGENDTOASUBPARBOWLSEASON $AVID
(AUGH &OOTBALL &INAL &OUR ON THE 7AY < "IG 4EN 0ROPOSAL #REATIVE 3OLUTION FOR 0OST"#3 %RA #() 42)" &EB
  AT # AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCHICAGOTRIBUNECOMSPORTSCOLUMNISTSCTSPTHAUGH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LOW AS AT THE INCEPTION THE "#3 DROPPING SIX PERCENT FROM  3KEPTICS ALREADY
THINK THEY CAN CONNECT THE DOTS TO REACH THE CONCLUSION THAT MONEY IS THE DRIVING
IMPETUS
3KEPTICS ASIDE ONE CAN CERTAINLY ARGUE THAT THERE ARE BENEFITS TO A NEW POST
SEASON FORMAT !DDITIONAL REVENUES ARE A BENEFIT PARTICULARLY IF STRUCTURED TO RETURN
TO THE ACADEMIC SIDE OF THE CAMPUS 4HE PERCEPTION OF SYSTEM FAIRNESS MIGHT BE
ENHANCED AND THAT ALSO IS A BENEFIT "RINGING THE SEMIFINAL TO THE CAMPUSES WOULD
RESPOND TO FAN INTERESTS AGAIN A BENEFIT "UT THERE ARE A COUPLE OF SIGNIFICANT BUTS
 ,ESS .OT -ORE
!LTHOUGH DECISIONS ARE BETTER WHEN SUPPORTED BY DATA DATA IS NOT SELFDEFINING
#ONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THEM CAN BE IN THE EYES OF THE BEHOLDER 4HE LACK OF
INTEREST IN THIS YEARS NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP IS ATTRIBUTED AT LEAST IN PART TO THE FACT
THAT IT WAS A REMATCH OF TWO TEAMS 4O MAKE POLICY CHANGE BASED ON AN OUTLIER
SITUATION IS BAD POLICY 4HE DECLINE IN "#3 BOWL ATTENDANCE AND VIEWERSHIP BEGAN
WHEN A FIFTH "#3 BOWL WAS ADDED
 4HE 3LIPPERY 3LOPE
4O THE EXTENT THAT SOME OF THE PLAYOFF PUSH
COMES FROM CONCERN OVER DECLINING BOWL ATTENDANCE AND VIEWERSHIP A BETTER
ANSWER MIGHT BE LESS NOT MORE AND LESS NOT DIFFERENT
3OME COMMENTATORS ALREADY SAY THAT A FOURGAME POST SEASON IS JUST THE
BEGINNING 4HAT SUGGESTS THAT THE CACOPHONY OF &"3 FOOTBALL POST SEASON CRITICISM
WILL NOT STOP EVEN IF SOME VERSION OF A PLAYOFF IS IMPLEMENTED 4HE TRACK RECORD OF
BOWL GAMES AND THE NUMBER OF &"3 FOOTBALL GAMES PLAYED PER SEASON GIVES ONE
PAUSE "OWL GAMES INCREASED FROM ONE TO SIX IN THE DECADE OF THE S TO  IN
 WITH MANY STOPS IN BETWEEN
 *ON 3OLOMON #OLLEGE &OOTBALLS !VERAGE "OWL 2ATING $ROPS TO ,OWEST $URING "#3 %RA ")2-).'(!-
.%73 *AN    !-	 HTTPWWWALCOMSPORTSINDEXSSFCOLLEGE?FOOTBALL?AVERAGE?
BOWLHTML ;HEREINAFTER 3OLOMON= 4HERE HAS BEEN A  PERCENT TELEVISION VIEWER DECLINE FOR ALL BOWLS FROM
HIGHEST BOWL RATINGS WITH  FEWER BOWL GAMES THAN IN 	 )D 3EE -ICHAEL (IESTAND "#3 4ITLE 'AME 46
2ATINGS $OWN 53! 4/$!9 *AN    0-	 HTTPCONTENTUSATODAYCOMCOMMUNITIESGAMEONPOST
BCSTITLEGAMETVRATINGSDOWN (AUGH SUPRA NOTE 
4HE NUMBER OF &"3 FOOTBALL GAMES INCLUDING
 $AHLBERG SUPRA NOTE  3EE-C'OWAN SUPRA NOTE 
 3EE $AHLBERG SUPRA NOTE   "#3 CHAMPIONSHIP GAME BETWEEN ,35 AND !LABAMA A REMATCH THAT
hNO ONE OUTSIDE OF !LABAMA WANTEDv	
 3EE 3OLOMON SUPRA NOTE  4HE "#3 EXPANDED TO FIVE GAMES IN  "#3 %XPANDING TO &IVE 'AMES
!33/#)!4%$ 02%33 !PR    0-	 HTTPSPORTSESPNGOCOMNCFNEWSSTORYID
 3EE $AHLBERG SUPRA NOTE 
 ) DOUBT FOR EXAMPLE THAT DECISIONS REGARDING THE CHOICE BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH TEAMS WILL BE ANY
EASIER THAN BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND TEAMS OR THAT THE TEAM EXCLUDED WILL STAND MUTE 3EE SUPRA NOTE 
 #OLLEGE &OOTBALL "OWL 'AMES   ./,%&!./2' HTTPNOLEFANORGFBHTML LAST VISITED
&EB    !-	 ;HEREINAFTER #OLLEGE &OOTBALL "OWL 'AMES=
 3EE  "OWL 3CHEDULE %30.#/- $EC  	 HTTPSPORTSESPNGOCOMNCFNEWSSTORYID
 "OWL GAMES REACHED AS MANY AS  DURING THE DECADE OF THE S #OLLEGE &OOTBALL "OWL 'AMES
SUPRA NOTE  4HEY HIT  DURING THE DECADE OF THE S )D 4HEY RANGED FROM  TO  DURING THE DECADE OF
THE S )D
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BOWL GAMES STAYED AT AROUND TEN FROM  THROUGH  "Y  THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF GAMES INCLUDING BOWL GAMES WAS AT  "Y  AND THE ADDITION OF
CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS TEAMS IN SOME YEARS PLAYED  GAMES "Y  
GAMES WERE POSSIBLE
4HE TRACK RECORD OF THE -ENS "ASKETBALL 4OURNAMENT GIVES SIGNIFICANT PAUSE
4HE 4OURNAMENT BEGAN MODESTLY IN  WITH EIGHT TEAMS COMPETING 4HERE WERE
 TEAMS IN THE S  IN   IN   IN   IN   IN  
IN  AND  IN  )N  WE MOVED TO  GAMES
%VEN A FOURGAME &"3 FOOTBALL PLAYOFF MEANS THAT TWO TEAMS
WILL PLAY  GAMES UNLESS SOME OTHER CHANGE ALSO OCCURS

 %VALUATING #HANGE )NCREMENTALLY
4ALK ABOUT A SLIPPERY
SLOPE
4HE EXPERIENCE OF THE -ENS "ASKETBALL 4OURNAMENT ILLUSTRATES THE DANGER NOT OF
INCREMENTAL CHANGE BUT OF EVALUATING CHANGE INCREMENTALLY 7HAT INVARIABLY IS
MEASURED WHEN NEW PROPOSALS ARE ADVANCED IS THE MOST RECENT PAST ITERATION NOT
THE PLACE WHERE WE BEGAN 4HIS ALWAYS PUSHES TO MORE CHANGE AS EACH INCREMENT IN
ITSELF CAN LOOK HARMLESS WHEN ONLY MEASURED AGAINST THE ONE BEFORE AND EVALUATED
IN LIGHT OF BENEFITS ! CHANGE FROM  TO  MENS BASKETBALL TEAMS DOES NOT LOOK SO
BAD A CHANGE FROM  TO  HAS A FAR FAR FAR DIFFERENT TONE
4HE / RING FAILURE THAT LED TO THE #HALLENGER CRISIS WAS DUE AT LEAST IN PART TO A
CHANGE IN SAFETY SPECIFICATIONS GROUNDED IN THE OBSERVATION THAT PRIOR FAILURE TO
 3EE 5.)6%23)49 /& ./42% $!-% !4(,%4)#3 -%$)! 2%,!4)/.3 $%0!24-%.4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TIME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 
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